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Middleware Architectures for the Smart Grid:
A Survey on the State-of-the-Art, Taxonomy
and Main Open Issues
Jesús Rodríguez-Molina and Daniel M. Kammen
Abstract—The integration of small-scale renewable energy1
sources in the smart grid depends on several challenges that must2
be overcome. One of them is the presence of devices with very3
different characteristics present in the grid or how they can inter-4
act among them in terms of interoperability and data sharing.5
While this issue is usually solved by implementing a middle-6
ware layer among the available pieces of equipment in order to7
hide any hardware heterogeneity and offer the application layer8
a collection of homogenous resources to access lower levels, the9
variety and differences among them make the definition of what10
is needed in each particular case challenging. This paper offers11
a description of the most prominent middleware architectures for12
the smart grid and assesses the functionalities they have, consid-13
ering the performance and features expected from them in the14
context of this application domain.15
Index Terms—Middleware, distributed systems, software archi-16
tecture, survey, state of the art.17
I. INTRODUCTION18
IN ORDER to better understand the content of the paper,19 Table I has been included with all the acronyms that can20
be found in the manuscript. In this way, the definitions that21
are found throughout the paper can be understood right away.22
Access to electricity and tools used to transform it into23
different kinds of energy are acknowledged as one critical24
aspect in sustainability and development, as energy usage25
is linked to every imaginable productive sector (agriculture,26
transport, mining, construction, industry, services, etc.) and27
therefore in wealth creation and transfer. However, meet-28
ing the ever-increasing demand of electricity, which usually29
grows in pair with the improvement of standards of living30
of human population and their capacity to offer goods and31
services, presents a collection of challenges that are diffi-32
cult to solve. Commonly, the Smart Grid includes devices of33
very different characteristics that have to be integrated in the34
same system, which presents several issues in terms of their35
interoperability and interconnectivity at the data level. Among36
others, these challenges are related to the existence of different37
information formats used to transfer data among distributed38
devices, as well as providing services to the whole of the39
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Smart Grid, and they can be accessed from higher level lay- 40
ers. Fortunately, there is a way to solve most of those issues 41
by means of the implementation of middleware, that is to say, 42
a distributed software layer that abstracts hardware heterogene- 43
ity and differences among devices so that it will provide the 44
higher, more application-based levels a software architecture 45
with a set of functionalities that will have the appearance of 46
being homogenous and centralized for the applications that are 47
accessing them [1], [2]. Usually, this set of functionalities will 48
be provided as an Application Programming Interface (API) 49
accessed by the application layer. This API can be used in an 50
explicit way (for example, via Uniform Resource Identifiers 51
that are invoked from Representational Transfer State-based 52
Web services [3]), or in a more implicit manner (by using 53
semantic queries from the applications, in order to request 54
semantically enhanced information [4]). 55
A. Concept of Middleware 56
Middleware was first used as a concept in a North Atlantic 57
Treaty Organization report dated back to October 1968, where 58
it was placed between the service routines and the application 59
programs [5]. During the 1980s it became increasingly popular 60
due to its ability to interconnect new pieces of equipment with 61
legacy ones within the same distributed system. As far as the 62
Smart Grid is concerned, the services expected to be provided 63
by the middleware are common to other software architectures 64
used in several different systems, namely: 65
1. Device registration: This service describes how devices 66
and the services linked to them are going to be included 67
in the system where the middleware serving the Smart 68
Grid is deployed. The way information is going to be 69
transmitted from one side of the communications to the 70
other one [6] plays a major role. Therefore, information 71
formatting and how it is understood by every part of 72
the system becomes a topic of major importance at this 73
stage. If included, semantic capabilities will ensure not 74
only that data becomes mutually intelligible among the 75
parties involved in data exchange, but also that knowl- 76
edge can be inferred from the interchanged data and 77
aid the involved pieces of equipment to react more effi- 78
ciently to unforeseen situations or data readings that 79
involve malfunctioning. 80
2. Information requests: The Smart Grid can be used, 81
among other things, to obtain information from the 82
1553-877X c© 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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TABLE I
ACRONYMS PRESENT IN THE MANUSCRIPTAQ4
devices installed and the parameters related to infor-83
mation harvesting, management and treatment (energy84
consumption, forecasting, etc.) so that they will be used85
TABLE I
CONTINUED
by end users, staff or applications employed to moni- 86
tor energy utilization among a microgrid. Middleware 87
will handle those requests by allowing the applications 88
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Fig. 1. Middleware location in a layered architecture.
to access the hardware devices present in lower levels,89
as well as by hiding the different data formats available90
in each of the proposals.91
3. Securitization: By definition, a system should provide92
some security elements that will make it able to work in93
an open environment. Otherwise, any data interchange94
will become too risky and the usage of such a system95
will become jeopardized. If required to do so, mid-96
dleware is capable of providing security functionalities97
when data transactions are made involving either its own98
services or the services present in the entities that it99
interconnects at the data level.100
4. Context awareness: This service is strongly linked to101
device registration and securitization, as it will provide102
a framework where the actions that are being carried out103
can be assessed. In addition to that, it is expected from104
context awareness that it will be able to learn for the105
system what devices are available and which others are106
not, so the whole middleware is able to know whether107
there is any device that cannot be used for services or108
if there is another one that can cover them.109
Also, it must be taken into account that middleware is110
usually placed between the network layer, responsible for111
interoperability at the packet level and network connectivity,112
and the application layer using data to have it represented in113
a comprehensible manner for human users. In that way, pack-114
age information can be transferred to the application layer115
according to the data format used at the middleware level.116
Its location and surrounding elements have been placed in117
Figure 1.118
Due to all these facts, middleware plays a major role in119
Smart Grid developments, as it is the cornerstone of data shar-120
ing among the distributed, Cyber-Physical System that the121
Smart Grid can be considered to be. Therefore, it becomes122
clear that how middleware is assessed and a way to evaluate123
how it can cover the main functionalities expected from it are124
topics to deal with.125
B. Contributions of the Manuscript126
The contributions of this manuscript can be listed as follows:127
1. Study of the most prominent middleware propos-128
als that have been implemented for the Smart Grid.129
A thorough search has been performed on the mid- 130
dleware architectures designed, implemented and tested 131
for Smart Grid-related projects so as to find their most 132
important features. 133
2. Establishing of relevant criteria on how to char- 134
acterize middleware proposals for the Smart Grid. 135
The number of services that are used, the computa- 136
tional capabilities required for them to be operational, 137
how messages are coupled when they are sent from one 138
device to another one. 139
3. Identifying the main open issues and challenges 140
inferred from the study done in the State of the 141
Art. After all the proposals have been reviewed, it 142
can be inferred how the currently available middleware 143
proposals deal with the functionalities obtained from 144
middleware (hardware abstraction, service availability, 145
etc.). 146
4. Putting forward procedures to solve those issues and 147
standardize the development of middleware accord- 148
ing to what is needed from it. Considering the present 149
issues, it can be known how to tackle them to an extent 150
so that the next proposals that are conceived improve 151
the existing State of the Art in middleware for the 152
Smart Grid. 153
C. Organization of the Article 154
This manuscript is organized as follows: Section II con- 155
tains the four main features and criteria that have been used 156
to assess each of the middleware architectures, along with 157
a description of how they can vary from one stage to another. 158
Section III contains the taxonomy that has been created for 159
middleware study, as well as how it can be used to both evalu- 160
ate the existing middleware solutions and design a middleware 161
proposal for a specific environment. The study itself of all the 162
proposals is contained in Section IV. Each of them has been 163
described and evaluated considering the criteria of Sections II 164
and III. Open issues have been considered in Section V. 165
Finally, conclusions and future works are put forward in the 166
last section. 167
II. CLASSIFICATION AND BACKGROUND OF 168
MIDDLEWARE FOR THE SMART GRID 169
The existing plethora of middleware proposals for the Smart 170
Grid is challenging to evaluate, due to the fact that propos- 171
als widely argue about what middleware is and what can 172
be regarded as such. Sometimes middleware is mentioned as 173
a concept that is not fully implemented, whereas in other 174
cases middleware includes facilities that belong to immediately 175
higher and lower layers, such as networking and application 176
ones. The benefits that having a middleware layer involve 177
how it is able to provide solutions to challenges present in 178
distributed systems that are related to interoperability and 179
data transmission. Table II reflects those issues and how they 180
are solved. Additionally, it also shows the features related 181
to middleware that have to be considered in order to make 182
possible to find a solution. 183
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TABLE II
SMART GRID CHALLENGES AND HOW THEY ARE SOLVED BY MIDDLEWARE
As it can be seen, there are four different features that,184
according to the authors of this paper, must be taken into185
account when describing a middleware proposal because of186
their importance in the conception of a middleware solution.187
Those features can be regarded as of major importance to188
understand the classification and the study that has been car-189
ried out for middleware solutions in this manuscript. They are190
as follows:191
1. Service availability: The number of services that are192
offered by a middleware architecture can differ depend-193
ing on the purpose that it has been conceived for.194
Typically, the more services available for a solution, the195
more useful and flexible it will be. This feature is of196
major importance due to the fact that it will be describ-197
ing the amount of facilities that can be provided by198
middleware, should the other components deployed in199
the Smart Grid be incapable of handling those software200
services. Service availability is cited as one feature of201
major importance in systems related to telecommunica-202
tions (having Highly available systems has been cited203
as the cornerstone of telecommunications industry [7])204
and storage (middleware is advisable to be used for205
High-Availability Storage Services, [8]).206
2. Computational capabilities: A problem with the for-207
mer feature is that services might be not available208
for certain scenarios, due to the capabilities of the209
hardware that is expected to have them installed, thus210
making necessary to take it into account. This charac-211
teristic is important because if there are not powerful212
enough hardware resources to run the system, the mid-213
dleware services and facilities will not be able to be214
executed. The importance of computational capabili-215
ties when still having functional middleware has been216
described in [9] (where it is claimed that middleware217
for the Internet of Things “should offer, among other218
things, functional components necessary for service dis- 219
covery, service composition, data management, event 220
management and code management”) or [10] (where it 221
is claimed that “We believe that middleware solutions 222
designed specifically for low powered resource con- 223
strained computation devices are critical in order realise 224
the vision on IoT”), where middleware is specified for 225
the constrained resources environments of the Internet 226
of Things and mobile devices, respectively. 227
3. Message coupling: There are several ways to trans- 228
mit messages among the entities interconnected by 229
middleware. Depending on the time constrains in the 230
interchange of information, it can be argued that cou- 231
pling of sending and receiving data will be a matter 232
that will play a major role in the services available in 233
the middleware proposal. The importance of message 234
coupling lies in the fact that, depending on the specific 235
needs of the system, middleware might have to be used 236
when either real-time information delivery is needed or 237
a subscriber retrieves the information previously pub- 238
lished to transfer it to the application layer [11]. Many 239
other authors also recognize the need to introduce mes- 240
sage coupling in middleware architectures depending on 241
the conceived architecture (“It is well accepted that dif- 242
ferent types of distributed architectures require different 243
degrees of coupling”, [12]). 244
4. Middleware distribution: While it is expected that mid- 245
dleware will be distributed to an extent, there are several 246
degrees of distribution depending on the needs of each of 247
the proposals and the functionalities that they have been 248
designed to fulfill. Although it is usually considered that 249
middleware should be as distributed as possible, there 250
might be specific cases where full distribution may not 251
be possible or could be counterproductive. For instance, 252
middleware can be included as part of a distributed 253
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mobile cache platform [13]. Another example is [14],254
where a system is shown with Quality of Service specif-255
ically related to the degree of middleware distribution in256
a deployment.257
If these four main features are to be displayed in a more spe-258
cific way, each of them can be regarded as an axis where there259
will be a range of values going from a minimum (for exam-260
ple, minimum distribution) to a maximum one (for instance,261
maximum message coupling), along with several intermediate262
levels used for more accurate characterization of the fea-263
tures previously described. Each of the features, the reasoning264
behind choosing them as a way to assess a middleware pro-265
posal, and their minimum, maximum and intermediate levels,266
have been included in the next subsections of this manuscript.267
A. Service Availability268
This feature deals with the quantity of services offered by269
the middleware proposals evaluated. It is not uncommon for270
a system related to the Smart Grid having services located271
in the middleware rather than in hardware devices or appli-272
cations: hardware available could have too little capabilities,273
or applications required to work with such a little computa-274
tion footprint that they cannot encase some functionalities that275
would be offered by their own proprietary software otherwise276
(security, semantic capabilities, registration, context aware-277
ness, etc.). Therefore, the assessment of these features is of278
major importance so as to understand the capabilities of a mid-279
dleware solution in this application domain. In addition to280
that, it is also considered whether these services are offered281
to entities outside the middleware proposal (and therefore are282
providing a functionality to the hardware and software com-283
ponents located above or below middleware) or are used just284
to provide some support or expected internal functionality of285
the middleware. Four different levels have been defined for286
this feature:287
1. Abstraction middleware: the sole objective of this kind288
of middleware is isolating all the hardware differences289
and heterogeneity to the upper levels of a layered290
system. It is the original functionality that middleware291
was conceived to accomplish [15].292
2. Intermediation middleware: in addition to the previous293
functionality, middleware solutions based on this294
approach offer one more sublayer used to provide access295
points for the application layer located right above it,296
as a way to externalize functionalities that cannot be297
offered by the applications themselves [16].298
3. Message-Oriented Middleware: in this case, the mid-299
dleware proposal offers a set of messages as a way to300
format the data transferred through the system. Messages301
will usually contain several fields where information is302
encased according to a set of rules (content, length, etc.).303
They will be shared among participants of the system304
regardless of their location [6].305
4. Middleware architecture: at this level, the services that306
are offered go beyond what is usually expected from307
middleware. Services provided for a middleware archi-308
tecture will range from access securitization to context309
Fig. 2. Rank levels of service availability.
awareness. It can be deemed as the most complex 310
possible way to provide services by middleware. One 311
case of this kind of development is Enterprise Service 312
Bus architectures [17], which have been designed to 313
interconnect at the data level different applications in 314
a bus that will transfer information from one side of the 315
communication to the other, regardless of how the appli- 316
cations are programmed or other implementation details 317
(programming languages, etc.). 318
In a more graphical way, the assessment of this feature can 319
be done with an axis as the one presented in Figure 2. The 320
subjacent characteristic that guides the established levels is 321
service availability in the middleware solution. 322
B. Computational Capabilities 323
This feature has been conceived to take into account the 324
necessary hardware that has to be used in order to run the 325
proposal in the devices that have been included as part of 326
the Smart Grid-like deployment. If the middleware proposal 327
demands too many hardware resources there will be certain 328
devices related to this application domain, especially at the 329
end user location (Advanced Metering Infrastructure, sensors) 330
that will not be able to have the middleware installed in them, 331
which will have consequences in the level of decentraliza- 332
tion that can be offered. Some of the proposals that have been 333
reviewed are somewhat related to other developments linked to 334
the Internet of Things and Cyber-Physical Systems that resem- 335
ble them, so those proposals can be ported to those application 336
domains to an extent. There are four different levels that have 337
been defined for computation capabilities: 338
1. End user domain devices: these are the pieces of equip- 339
ment present in the end users’ dwell or facility. If the 340
Smart Grid is fully implemented, they will be the ones 341
present as part of the prosumer facilities. Typically, the 342
devices that will be present in this domain will be based 343
on Advanced Metering Infrastructure, which it is close 344
to other application domains resembling the Smart Grid, 345
such as the Internet of Things [18]. Home batteries or 346
other forms of energy storage can also be regarded as 347
end user domain devices, as they can be used for energy 348
storage and trading by a home dweller if they are willing 349
to do so [19]. 350
2. Aggregator domain devices: the devices that would be 351
included here are used by the aggregator (or the retailer 352
that sells the electricity to the end users, depending 353
on the particularities of the power grid) to perform its 354
functionalities, which may involve either transferring 355
electricity among a cluster of users (if the aggrega- 356
tor is fully enabled) or only selling it to the end 357
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users. Databases utilized as a way to store informa-358
tion or energy scheduling algorithms will also share the359
hardware expected to be used [20].360
3. TSO/DSO domain devices: the devices present in this361
domain are usually accessed via engineers, researchers362
and technicians installing, designing or troubleshooting363
the equipment used for the transmission and distribu-364
tion of electricity. Examples of these kinds of equipment365
are phasor measurement Units (PMUs) used to synchro-366
nize measurements on an electric grid for control and367
monitoring functionalities [21], and Remote Terminal368
Units (RTUs) for demand response execution between369
the DSO and end users present in a system [22].370
4. Power plant domain: this has been regarded as the place371
where power is produced as a result of the transfor-372
mation of an energy resource, regardless the one that373
is used in this procedure (non-renewable or renew-374
able). It is likely that the facilities present in this part375
of the application domain require large computational376
resources, as they imply management of large quan-377
tities of information from the grid (big data applied378
to the Smart Grid [23]) or the execution of demand-379
ing algorithm implementations for knowledge inference380
(machine learning in this application domain [24]).381
The appearance of all the levels that have been established382
to assess this characteristic have been depicted in Figure 3.383
C. Message Coupling384
This feature is used to evaluate the speed at which messages385
that are generated by one entity are consumed by the one386
that is expected to receive them. Depending on the specific387
case, there will be different needs for the messages that are388
being transferred; as some of them must be sent as soon as389
possible whereas other might be stored until they are requested390
by an interested party. In this way, message coupling is closely391
associated to the need of delivering the information that is392
required. The four different paradigms that have been used to393
assess message coupling capabilities are the following ones:394
1. Publish/Subscribe paradigm: under this kind of395
paradigm, the entities interested in a subject of the396
transmitted information are subscribed to another one397
involved in the system that is capable of publishing398
information of their interest. Subscribers will manifest399
their interest in some kind of information before receiv-400
ing any, so that when publishers make it available, it401
will be redirected to the subscribers. Proposals making402
use of topics usually favor this approach, as they have403
been built with the idea of separating the content404
depending on the topic that is used to characterize405
it [25], [26].406
2. Polling paradigm: in this case, data are stored in a spe-407
cific location until reclaimed by a client to consume408
it [27]. Rather than having the information as soon as409
possible, the main stress in this paradigm is information410
availability.411
3. Client/Server paradigm: this paradigm is used in a way412
that the data present in one side of the communication413
Fig. 3. Rank levels of computational capabilities.
Fig. 4. Rank levels of message coupling.
(the server) will be requested to be offered by another 414
entity that will perform a query to obtain it (the client), 415
as it is done in many distributed systems [28]. This is 416
a communication model usually found in Internet-related 417
applications and is utilized by middleware proposals 418
mimicking it. 419
4. Real-time paradigm: unlike previous cases, the main 420
priority for this paradigm is the fast delivery of infor- 421
mation. While the requirements of a communication to 422
be considered as real-time can vary depending on the 423
parameters used in each of the cases, they will imply 424
the delivery of the information in a period of time short 425
enough to be regarded as negligible by the application 426
where it is utilized [29]. 427
The axis that has been defined for this feature can be seen 428
in Figure 4. As it happened in other cases, it has to be noted 429
that the presence of one level or another does not make it 430
a better or a worse middleware proposal, but one that has 431
been conceived for certain objectives that may or may not be 432
matching what should be offered by middleware for the Smart 433
Grid, depending on the criteria of the authors of this paper. 434
D. Middleware Distribution 435
This feature measures how many devices in a deployment 436
have any partial implementation of middleware installed in 437
them. It is usually considered that middleware should have 438
a significant degree of distribution, so that it can be accessed 439
by all the hardware devices and network infrastructure that it 440
is trying to withhold in terms of heterogeneity and complex- 441
ity. Taking this aspect into account, four different levels of 442
middleware distribution have been defined: 443
1. Fully centralized middleware: middleware is located in 444
one single device used to perform all the function- 445
alities conceived for it. While this might not be an 446
optimal solution to accomplish those functionalities, 447
there could be other features of the system (hardware 448
limitations, resource unavailability) that prevent hav- 449
ing the middleware proposal distributed in any other 450
way [30]. 451
2. Mostly centralized middleware: it is basically installed 452
in one specific device (or in several of them that are 453
effectively behaving as a single one), but some of the 454
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TABLE III
JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDIED FEATURES AND REFERENCES SUPPORTING SUCH JUSTIFICATION
Fig. 5. Rank levels of middleware distribution.
components that are part of it have been located in other455
pieces of hardware [31].456
3. Mostly decentralized middleware: the different software457
components that make possible the middleware solution458
have been deployed in several hardware devices in this459
case. However, there is an underlying hierarchy that is460
keeping the most prominent ones in a piece of equipment461
or in a reduced number of them to an extent [32].462
4. Peer-to-peer middleware: in this case, there are no463
central elements that have been given more ruling464
functionalities than others. This paradigm is used in465
some applications that favor the interchange of files466
or information where no centralized entity is providing467
any management or command, such as in file sharing468
systems [33].469
The axis that has cbution of the studied proposals has been470
included in Figure 5.471
As it was previously said, the existence of such a classifi-472
cation with different features does not imply that a solution473
is inferior to others that solve their challenges in a different474
way, but that it does not match the criteria that has been used475
by the authors of the proposal to assess what a middleware476
architecture for the Smart Grid should consist of.477
III. TAXONOMY FOR MIDDLEWARE IN THE SMART GRID478
If the previous sections are taken into account, it can479
be understood that there are strong reasons to use service480
availability, computational capabilities, message coupling and481
middleware distribution as the main characteristics of a clas-482
sification of middleware for the Smart Grid: they are needed483
to know how hardware is abstracted, the power of the devices 484
running the middleware, how information is transferred, or the 485
amount of devices that have middleware deployed. In addi- 486
tion to that, literature supports these claims judging from 487
a significant amount of works that have reached compara- 488
ble conclusions. Table III summarizes these aspects in this 489
manuscript. 490
Considering all the already explained features and their dif- 491
ferent degrees, a taxonomy has been created in order to classify 492
all the different solutions that have been studied. The taxon- 493
omy takes into account the different levels that the previously 494
described four features can have, so when a system has to 495
be described according to its characteristics, it will be done 496
so according to the different levels that have been described 497
for service availability, computational capabilities, message 498
coupling and middleware distribution. The appearance of this 499
taxonomy can be seen in Figure 6. 500
As depicted, each of the features that have been chosen to 501
evaluate the different proposals for middleware is one major 502
category of the taxonomy, whereas each of the subcategories 503
included in the larger categories is used as a way to obtain 504
further information about how the feature was implemented in 505
each of the proposals. An interesting aspect of this taxonomy is 506
that it can also be modified in a way that will make possible to 507
evaluate each of the proposals as features in a matrix that char- 508
acterizes middleware solutions for the Smart Grid. In this way, 509
the rows in the matrix would be used for each of the four fea- 510
tures that were introduced in the section, whereas each of the 511
columns is used for the sublevels defined for the features that 512
were introduced before. Thus, the matrix is gathering the dif- 513
ferent features that were define before (each one of the rows) 514
with levels of each of the four features that were defined as of 515
major importance considering what middleware is expected to 516
do for the Smart Grid (the columns of the matrix, according 517
to the different features that have been defined in the previous 518
figures). The matrix has been represented in Figure 7. 519
If the matrix is used to describe a middleware proposal, 520
each of its elements can be incorporated to an equation that 521
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Fig. 6. Taxonomy with the most prominent features for middleware in the
Smart Grid and their supporting references.
Fig. 7. Matrix for middleware in the Smart Grid.
will be used to represent the features involved in the middle-522
ware developments. For example, if a proposal is configured523
as being a middleware architecture that due to the information524
that has been provided has to be installed in the TSO/DSO525
domain, follows a Publish/Subscribe paradigm to interchange526
information and is present in several devices maintaining527
a strong hierarchical deployment, it can be described as:528
Smart Grid Middleware = Service Availability (element529
no.3) + Computational Capabilities (element no. 2) +530
Message Coupling (element no. 0) + Middleware Distribution531
(element no. 1).532
Consequently, it can be represented as:533
SGM = SA(3) + CC (2) +MC (0) +MD(1)534
Additionally, having an accurate idea of the specific aspects535
of a middleware proposal comes in handy to evaluate its strong536
points and weaknesses, and thus identify the open issues that537
can be found as common flaws present repeatedly.538
Fig. 8. GridStat structure, as depicted in [25].
IV. STUDY OF MIDDLEWARE ARCHITECTURES 539
FOR THE SMART GRID 540
1. GridStat 541
Gjermundrod et al. describe in the proposal described 542
in [34], how a framework can be built for Quality of Service- 543
based data interchange using this framework as middleware 544
for the Smart Grid. Middleware is quoted by the authors as 545
“a layer of software above the operating system that provides 546
higher-level building blocks for programmers to use”, thus 547
pointing at having a software layer for hardware abstraction by 548
means of high level software components. One of the potential 549
applications that the authors point out for their proposal is the 550
distribution of time-synchronous and time-stamped informa- 551
tion for Phasor Measurement Units [35] and the usage of the 552
proposal as a way to support Remote Procedure Call (RPC) 553
operations that will result in the utilization of Quality of 554
Service semantic capabilities [36]. Considering the features 555
that have been described, GridStat can be characterized as 556
follows. 557
Service Availability: the authors have defined their proposal 558
as an architecture that, as it can be seen in Figure 8, consists 559
of two different levels referred to as planes: a management 560
plane, which is responsible for fixing the procedures on how 561
information is forwarded in the system, and a data plane, 562
used for data transfers among the system (regardless of the 563
location of publishers and subscribers) done by means of 564
status routers that transfer the information from the suitable 565
publisher to the chosen subscriber. Typically, data to be trans- 566
ferred will travel from a subscriber that has manifested its 567
interest in a specific kind of information, and a publisher 568
offering data to the network. However, it must be noted that 569
the main purpose of the solution is data transfer among par- 570
ties rather than providing a specific amount of services, so 571
according to the characteristics that have been settled in the 572
previous section, this middleware solution is better described 573
as Message-Oriented Middleware. 574
Computational Capabilities: testing activities have been car- 575
ried out considering the processors that can be found in 576
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a substation. Furthermore, data collection capabilities of sub-577
stations are also taken into account, so it can be claimed that578
the solution is mostly targeted to be used in TSO and DSO579
pieces of equipment. Nevertheless, it is not said that it can-580
not be used anywhere else, as a Java implementation has been581
developed and Dell Power Edge 1750s servers were used as582
part of the hardware devoted to testing activities, which is583
hardware that could eventually be used by an aggregator or as584
part of a power plant.585
Message Coupling: as far as the data plane is concerned,586
it is clearly stated in the proposal that it is aimed to use587
a Publish/Subscribe model for communications; publisher588
and subscriber entities are used to interchange information589
among the parties providing information and accessing to590
it. However, while Publish/Subscribe paradigm is the one591
that is most clearly aimed for, Client/Server-like commu-592
nications are used in the management plane when com-593
mands are interchanged among the QoS brokers present at594
this level.595
Middleware Distribution: this middleware solution has been596
conceived to be used in a rather decentralized manner, as597
data exchanges happen between several publishers and sub-598
scribers that are scattered in a certain area. The existence of599
a certain hierarchy among QoS brokers in the management600
plane makes the proposal fall under the category of mostly601
decentralized solutions, especially if it is taken into account602
that it is expected from the management plane that it will603
recalibrate the network depending on different power system604
configurations or communication network failures.605
After analyzing the most prominent characteristics of this606
proposal, it can be described with the following middleware607
modelling equation if considering the matrix for middleware608
in the Smart Grid that was introduced in Section III:609
SGM = SA(2) + CC (2) +MC (0) +MD(2) (1)610
Advantages of the Proposal: this piece of work puts for-611
ward a framework described in a very thorough way. Rather612
than offering just a theoretical framework where information is613
provided on how to build middleware, an implementation has614
been developed, along with performance results. Aside from615
that, the solution seems to be capable of running on hardware616
that does not require especially high computational resources,617
which eases its integration in the Smart Grid.618
Disadvantages of the Proposal: GridStat has been conceived619
for data interchange instead of providing a specific amount of620
services for its end users, so there is not a clear collection621
of software components offering functionalities as it can be622
found in other middleware architectures. In addition to that,623
there are several key functionalities (ontologies for seman-624
tic capabilities, information models) that are not offered by625
the architecture. Lastly, although cyber security policies are626
claimed to be present in the proposal, it is not clearly stated627
how they are provided.628
2. Service-Oriented Middleware for Smart Grid629
According from the information that can be obtained630
from Zhou and Rodrigues [37], their solution has been con-631
ceived to integrate heterogeneous devices present in the Smart632
Grid and intends to offer a high level of software stability 633
and sustainability. It is stated in the manuscript that service- 634
oriented middleware is aimed to characterize several protocol 635
stacks and scheduling schemes used to exploit the main fea- 636
tures that user requests have. The authors put forward four 637
fundamental principles for middleware design that they claim 638
to be: a) clear specification of the relation between middleware 639
functions and users’ requests, b) support for computational 640
complexity of heterogeneous applications, c) independence 641
from the kinds of devices used and d) interoperability and 642
portability. The proposal can be described with the following 643
features. 644
Service Availability: the proposal is described as having the 645
characteristics typical of a middleware architecture, since it 646
has been clearly divided in three levels: user part (responsi- 647
ble for satisfying end users in terms of Quality of Service 648
or Quality of Experience, and used to schedule flexibility 649
for best QoS or providing quantifiable performance for the 650
end user), control part (utilized for connectivity between the 651
user part and the transmission layer and designed to deal 652
with devices interoperating in the system and interchanging 653
information between the former two entities) and transmission 654
layer (used to offer services related to the Advanced Metering 655
Infrastructure where the middleware solution is deployed). The 656
user part offers functionalities related to bandwidth, applica- 657
tions and energy consumption, whereas the control part is 658
focused on security, assignment and management. Last but not 659
least, the transmission layer is bent on functionalities related 660
to communication, generation and distribution. The overall 661
appearance of these levels and the main services they can 662
provide has been displayed in Figure 9. 663
Computational Capabilities: testing activities that have been 664
described in the proposal by the authors show that there 665
are four different scenarios where satisfactory Mean Option 666
Score (MOS) has been obtained when comparing this pro- 667
posal to Power-Aware Middleware (PAM) and Time-Driven 668
Middleware (TDM) without worsening the performance of the 669
solution. For each of the smart meters that were used for these 670
testing activities, nodes with an ARM processor have been 671
modelled as such. Therefore, end users or aggregators are the 672
most likely actors to have this middleware solution installed 673
as part of their equipment. 674
Message Coupling: while little information is given in the 675
proposal, it is mentioned in the testing activities that request 676
messages were transmitted, so it can be expected that answer 677
were provided for these requests and the system would work 678
under a Client/Server paradigm for information transfer. 679
Middleware Distribution: this proposal has been tested with 680
several nodes and devices distributed in a certain area while 681
still retaining some differentiated hierarchy in the functional- 682
ities that are performed. Consequently, it can be claimed that 683
this is a mostly decentralized middleware solution due to the 684
fact that it has been tested in simulations where distributed 685
low capability devices are used. 686
As far as the matrix for middleware in the Smart Grid is 687
concerned, the proposal can be described as: 688
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0||1) +MC (2) +MD(2) (2) 689
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Fig. 9. Service-Oriented Middleware, as shown in [28].
Advantages of the Proposal: the proposal offers a collection690
of services that have been clearly described with the func-691
tionalities that they should offer, both within the middleware692
architecture and outside it. In addition to that, this middle-693
ware solution has been tested and shows an improvement in694
performance compared to other solutions. Last but not least,695
security measures are also mentioned to be part of the proposal696
(symmetric algorithms have been considered for this purpose).697
Disadvantages of the Proposal: overall, the information that698
is provided in this proposal is oriented to high level functional-699
ities, rather than specific ways to provide the services expected700
to be offered, so it might be difficult to fully port the content701
of this proposal to an actual Smart Grid deployment. Also,702
there are some elements that are confusing in the descrip-703
tion offered for this proposal (for example, the Transmission704
Layer is described as part of the middleware, even though it705
is usually considered to be completely separated and below706
from it).707
3. Ubiquitous Sensor Network Middleware (USN)708
The proposal that has been conceived by Zaballos et al. [38]709
can be regarded as a way to adapt the framework given710
by the ITU ubiquitous sensor architecture. The manuscript711
that describes it mentions how that architecture is deemed712
as a network of Intelligent Electronic Devices, distributed713
generators, dispersed loads, sensors and smart meters.714
Among the technologies that become integrated under715
the same framework, this proposal also claims to inte-716
grate technologies of an array of backgrounds like Power717
Line Communication (PLC) or Worldwide Interoperability718
for Microwave Access (WiMAX). What is more, the719
authors mention that by using the framework provided by720
the Ubiquitous Sensor Network architecture and a Next721
Fig. 10. Ubiquitous Sensor Network Middleware proposal, as described
in [29].
Generation Network (NGN) as the backbone to deploy the 722
proposal, full end-to-end integration of hardware devices in 723
a distributed system can be achieved. The following informa- 724
tion can be inferred from this piece of work. 725
Service Availability: services have been gathered as com- 726
ponents from several levels within the proposal, so it can 727
be regarded as a middleware architecture. As for the ser- 728
vices that are put forward here, the most prominent ones 729
are related to security (security manager), the underlying sen- 730
sor network used in a deployment (sensor network common 731
interface, sensor network directory service) and services linked 732
to information management (sensing data mining processor, 733
context-aware rule engine and event processor). Other layers 734
that are present are the application layer (used for applica- 735
tions related to customer monitoring applications, substation 736
control and maintenance and distributed generation control) 737
network layer (involving network devices) and the sensor one 738
(utilized for monitoring distributed generation, homes and/or 739
buildings and substations). All these services have been shown 740
in Figure 10. 741
Computational Capabilities: the proposal heavily empha- 742
sizes that sensor networks are the ones involved in the 743
standards that are supported, so despite not having a strict 744
equivalent to the elements of the Smart Grid, the least com- 745
putationally capable devices present in it (that is, end user 746
devices) should be the ones most likely to have the proposal 747
installed. Nevertheless, as long as sensors are involved, the 748
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middleware solution can be used in any other facility, such749
as the hardware installed in the aggregator, TSO/DSO or the750
power plant.751
Message Coupling: not only it is claimed by the authors752
of the proposal that the application level can be used for753
real-time purposes, but also it is mentioned that connec-754
tion and authentication procedures would be performer under755
a Client/Server paradigm. Thus, it is inferred the real-time756
communications could be performed under a Client/Server757
communication, even though there is no explicit information758
about it.759
Middleware Distribution: despite having scarce data about760
the location of the software components of the proposal, it is761
clear that a network layer is a prerequisite to have the mid-762
dleware solution running, so the proposal can be regarded as763
decentralized to an extent. Thus, it has been considered as764
a mainly decentralized deployment.765
Therefore, this proposal can be described with the following766
equation:767
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0||1||2||3) +MC (3) +MD(2)768
(3)769
Advantages of the Proposal: the proposal offers a complete770
set of services in several differentiated layers where differ-771
ent functionalities are provided. Additionally, the middleware772
solution is either compatible or makes use of several well-773
established technologies like WiMAX or IEEE 802.15.4. It774
also mentions some prominent functions that middleware is775
responsible for (QoS, security, filtering) and how they become776
integrated in a single software layer.777
Disadvantages of the Proposal: even though many services778
are mentioned, it is never said in an explicit manner the779
pieces of equipment where middleware would be installed,780
nor it is possible to have an idea from it judging from the781
performance tests carried out. Furthermore, there are several782
entities that have been described as part of the middleware783
but are usually regarded as outside from it and being located784
either above (applications) or below (hardware components of785
Wireless Sensor Networks).786
4. OSHNet (Object-Based Middleware for Smart787
Home Network)788
Park et al. [39] describe a middleware solution that stresses789
the importance between home devices and Smart Grid-related790
ones. As it happened with previous proposals, there are several791
levels used to separate different kinds of services: to begin792
with, the application layer is used for interaction with five793
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) [40] in order to794
interact with higher levels. Additionally, there is a library795
layer utilized to offer data about the deployed home devices796
that contains several objects (control, function, streaming797
and status) and modules (object management, object dis-798
covery, connection management) for assistance in that task.799
Finally, a network layer is used for lower level connections800
and packet transfers among the distributed system where the801
middleware proposal is deployed onto. Considering the four802
Fig. 11. OSHNet appearance, as described in [30].
different features that have been defined, the proposal can be 803
characterized as follows. 804
Service Availability: the proposal shows services in sev- 805
eral levels, so it can be considered to be a middleware 806
architecture. Among the services present, the most impor- 807
tant ones are the ones present in the library layer: Control 808
Object (employed for control in neighboring home devices), 809
Streaming Object (applied for the management of input and 810
output data), Function Object (employed for function execu- 811
tion in home appliances) and Status Object (used to know 812
about the status of the home devices that are available). 813
Additionally, there are several modules that offer functionali- 814
ties related to service invocation: Object Management Module 815
(responsible for controlling the functionalities offered by the 816
devices where the middleware proposal has been installed), 817
Object Discovery Module (used to collect information regard- 818
ing other home devices) and Connection Management Module 819
(utilized for establishing, maintaining and terminating connec- 820
tions among devices). The appearance of these services can be 821
seen in Figure 11. 822
Computational Capabilities: the middleware solution 823
described here usually mentions home systems as the ones 824
most likely to use the middleware solution, so it can be argued 825
that the hardware aimed to use the proposal will be the one that 826
can be found in the end users’ dwellings, such as the Advanced 827
Metering Infrastructure that is installed there. Testing activities 828
described in the proposal show that virtual devices to be used 829
in the proposal were a humidifier, a smartphone, a smart meter, 830
a wind-powered generator and three laptops, so they rein- 831
force the interpretation that can be done about computational 832
capabilities. 833
Message Coupling: in spite of the lack of definite informa- 834
tion about this topic, user interfaces are described as part of 835
the middleware solution, so it can be assumed that there are 836
clients to make requests and servers to provide information, 837
hence resulting in a Client/Server paradigm. 838
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Middleware Distribution: the authors of the proposal claim839
that the software used for the development of this proposal840
will be installed in Distributed Energy Resources, so the mid-841
dleware solution must be decentralized enough in order to842
have it in the multiple devices where it is expected to work.843
Also, it is mentioned that there are several pieces of equip-844
ment that will be given ruling capabilities over the system, thus845
retaining some level of control for some hardware elements.846
Consequently, the proposal has been considered as a mostly847
decentralized one.848
The proposal that has been described in this case can be849
modelled considering the matrix previously described as:850
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0) +MC (2) +MD(2) (4)851
Advantages of the Proposal: this solution addresses several852
concerns involving services used for hardware interoperability.853
Testing activities have been carried out with several virtual854
devices to get a grasp on how the middleware solution will855
behave when it has to offer interoperability for heterogeneous856
hardware.857
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the middleware solution that858
has been portrayed by the authors of this proposal use layers859
that are usually considered as outside middleware, such as860
the application and the network levels. What is more, the ser-861
vices that have been included in the middleware solution are862
basically referred to functionalities that are needed for their863
internal performance rather than services that will provide an864
external functionality, either for appliances integrated in the865
grid or for the application layer.866
5. Meter Data Integration (MDI)867
The proposal that has been put forward by Li et al. [40]868
offers a solution where information obtained from the869
Advanced Metering Infrastructure is included in a common870
deployment. The underlying idea is that MDI will be located871
between the hardware represented by the smart meters and the872
Distributed Management System (DMS). Other entities present873
in the middleware solution are the Meter Data Management874
System (MDMS), which operates as a data server, and a Meter875
Data Collector (MDC) that collects the data from the AMI.876
A remarkable aspect of this proposal is that it takes into877
account hardware characteristics that are present in smart878
meters used by large utility companies like Siemens or Pacific879
Gas & Electricity, so performance in real scenarios has been880
fully taken into account. The features that are represented in881
the proposal are as follows.882
Service Availability: as other proposals, MDI has been883
represented as a multi-layered architecture with different func-884
tionalities included in each of the levels. The lowermost layer885
is used for typical hardware abstraction functionalities between886
the hardware elements present as part of the AMI and the887
higher middleware layers, whereas the uppermost one employs888
adaptors for the DMS that is used as part of the deployment.889
The intermediate layer is the one with most prominent ele-890
ments: a temporal database is used to verify and translate891
the information gathered from the smart meters, whereas the892
Loosely Couple Event (LCE) infrastructure is used for mes-893
sage publication and subscription. Besides, there is a MDI894
Fig. 12. Meter Data Integration proposal, as explained in [31].
monitor at this level monitoring the status of functional com- 895
ponents present in the MDI layer. The overall appearance of 896
the middleware solution has been included in Figure 12. 897
Computational Capabilities: testing activities carried out 898
with this proposal describe how two different pieces of equip- 899
ment have been used to simulate smart meters present in 900
a Smart Grid-like deployment. They were made by means of 901
equipment using Windows Server 2003 and 2008 operating 902
systems, so it can be claimed that they do not require exten- 903
sive computational resources. Combining this fact with the 904
name of the proposal and how it is aimed to be used with 905
smart meters, it can be said that it is intended to be used by 906
end users’ hardware and no other entity in the Smart Grid. 907
Message Coupling: the middleware solution is aimed to 908
provide loose coupling, as it is made clear by the pres- 909
ence of a software component intended for that purpose. In 910
addition to that, it is mentioned through the proposal that 911
a Publish/Subscribe paradigm is used (“All functional com- 912
ponents in the MDI layer are coordinated by publishing 913
and/or subscribing messages to the LCE infrastructure”), so 914
the middleware solution has been classified following such 915
paradigm. 916
Middleware Distribution: since the proposal is aimed to be 917
used at the smart meter devices present in a deployment, it 918
can be inferred that this is a mostly decentralized solution, 919
due to the fact that it will be present in several devices that 920
will require a higher-level entity to send information (usu- 921
ally, located at the aggregator or the DSO) for billing and 922
information purposes. 923
This proposal can be defined by the following equation 924
obtained from the description matrix used to encase the differ- 925
ent levels of each of the four characteristics that were defined 926
in Section II: 927
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0) +MC (0) +MD(1) (5) 928
Advantages of the Proposal: The proposal has been targeted 929
to use information and features related to actual smart meters. 930
Furthermore, it is clearly stated as using a Publish/Subscribe 931
paradigm and is expected to require small-sized computational 932
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resources, so the purpose and scope of the proposal can be933
accurately described and understood.934
Disadvantages of the Proposal: The proposal does not go935
into great detail regarding how services can be implemented or936
the performance that implementations of the proposal are capa-937
ble of providing. Plus, most of the services are solely focused938
on providing interoperability rather than any other function-939
ality that can be expected to be used by the middleware to940
provide functionalities to other parts of the system such as941
security or semantics. Lastly, even though testing activities942
are welcome, they have been performed in a limited environ-943
ment, rather than with actual devices or complex simulations944
with more devices.945
6. IEC 61850 and DPWS Integration946
The proposal conceived by Sucic et al. [41] merges two947
standards of common use in the Smart Grid at the electric948
and Information Communication Technologies parts. On the949
one hand, standard IEC 61850 is used as a communication950
model for functionalities as establishing requirements in device951
models or describing the language used for communications952
among substations [42]. On the other hand, Device Profile for953
Web Services can be used for interoperability purposes in con-954
strained implementations of Web services [43]. The authors of955
the middleware solution argue that since IEC 61850 is defined956
as a platform-agnostic and software-agnostic standard (and957
makes use of an Abstract Communication Service Interface958
that is not associated to any middleware specification), Web959
services come in handy to create a middleware solution that960
will map enabled IEC 61850 communications. The mapping961
is referred to as Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS)962
which can in turn be also used for distributed power control963
transmission [44]. The proposal can be characterized by the964
following features.965
Service Availability: the proposal is combining Web ser-966
vice elements usually present at the session and presentation967
layers from a layered architecture point of view. There are968
three layers that have been defined for the middleware solu-969
tion, all devoted to providing Web services for applications970
in the Smart Grid. The one located at the lowest level is971
directly above the transport layer and formats information by972
means of the metadata XML schemas provided at this level.973
Additionally, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) func-974
tionalities and Web Services Description Language (WSDL)-975
formatted data are also used. An intermediate level is used or976
Web service security, along with Web service policies (used to977
describe capabilities and limitations of available policies) and978
addressing (utilized as addressing mechanisms for Web ser-979
vices). Finally, the highest layer of the proposal contains func-980
tionalities for Web service discovery, metadata interchange and981
event management. Considering the different functionalities982
that DPWS is capable of providing, it can be claimed that the983
proposal is a middleware architecture. Figure 13 depicts the984
appearance of the several layers that make up the proposal.985
Computational Capabilities: since most of the devices986
present in the Smart Grid are capable of using Web services987
from a computational point of view, hardware constrains play988
Fig. 13. Protocol stack of DPWS, as explained in [32].
a minor role in installing the proposal in different locations of 989
the Smart Grid. The most suitable places to do so, though, can 990
arguably be the TSO/DSO domain and the power plant one, 991
as they are most useful there to gather information about all 992
the system. In addition to that, DPWS makes use devices host- 993
ing the services (hosting devices and hosted services). Finally, 994
the authors claim that Virtual Power Plants (VPP) can also be 995
enabled by making use of the proposal. 996
Message Coupling: the middleware solution has been con- 997
ceived to be used with Publish/Subscribe communications in 998
several cases, and in fact the eventing component relies on 999
that paradigm (as subscribers are listening to any event that 1000
might be published). Furthermore, the authors of the proposal 1001
say that ACSI runs with a Report Control Block that needs 1002
a Publish/Subscribe model for its correct performance. 1003
Middleware Distribution: although there is a certain level 1004
of hierarchy that can be inferred from the proposal (power 1005
plants are aimed as one of the likely entities to have the pro- 1006
posal installed, and there is a significant amount of electricity 1007
coming from them to the TSO grid and the end users, espe- 1008
cially if they are not equipped with DERs), the nature of Web 1009
services makes desirable using them in a plethora of compo- 1010
nents that are distributed, so it must be regarded as a mostly 1011
decentralized middleware architecture. 1012
Overall, this proposal can be described as: 1013
SGM = SA(3) + CC (2||3) +MC (0) +MD(2) (6) 1014
Advantages of the Proposal: The proposal makes open men- 1015
tions about how semantic capabilities can be used, which is 1016
quite an improvement over many other ones where they are 1017
not considered at all. What is more, VPPs have also been 1018
taken into account for the proposal and security is also given 1019
a specific component in the middleware solution. 1020
Disadvantages of the Proposal: The authors have not 1021
presented information regarding testing activities so it is hard 1022
to figure out the performance of the proposal. Also, it is hard 1023
to tell how hardware abstraction is provided in the proposal, 1024
as DPWS is mostly focused on high levels of layered soft- 1025
ware architectures and the mechanisms used by ACSI are not 1026
described. 1027
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7. Intelligent Agents Platform1028
García et al. [45] suggest their own solution for device1029
interoperability at the data level focused on hardware for1030
both the Smart Grid and other application domains such as1031
Home Area Network devices. The proposal is referred to as1032
Intelligent Agents Platform (IAP) due to the fact that a plat-1033
form is used for data interchanges between entities. Under this1034
proposal, the hardware devices present in a deployment would1035
be managed by IAP Mediation Devices, whereas the manage-1036
ment required for the elements that belong to the deployment1037
is done via Integrated Network Management (INMS) func-1038
tionalities. A major aspect of the proposal is that it makes use1039
of an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) to encase all the func-1040
tionalities that have been included in the proposal. An ESB is1041
a model for software architectures used for data interchange1042
that makes possible the transfer of information among appli-1043
cations of distributed and different characteristics regarding1044
implementation. Also, the usage of an ESB usually hints that1045
there will be a collection of services that are used for the1046
benefit of system components that are outside middleware. As1047
far the proposal itself is concerned, it can be defined by the1048
following features.1049
Service Availability: there are several software compo-1050
nents encasing functionalities that are provided as services,1051
so the proposal can be considered a middleware architec-1052
ture. As in several other cases, there are three different1053
levels that have been created in order to contain the ser-1054
vices the middleware solution is made of: a) two management1055
layers employing internal buses for information interchange1056
(referred to as Network Mediation Layer and Management1057
Application Layer) and b) and intermediate one connecting1058
the management layers (Middleware Communication Services)1059
that depending on the requirements of the operational mod-1060
els might or might not be present. The main functionality1061
of the Network Mediation Layer is processing the infor-1062
mation transferred through the whole system that has been1063
set. Additionally, there are appliances named IAP Mediation1064
Devices (MDs) that make use of the network mediation layer1065
for control activities. At the same time, the Management1066
Application Layer is responsible for the usage of application1067
locks meeting an end user functionality (reporting engine, task1068
scheduler, data handling, etc.). Finally, Middleware communi-1069
cation services are useful to connect one data layer with the1070
other one for data transport between the mediation system and1071
the back end of the applications. The location of the software1072
components that are present in the proposal can be seen in1073
Figure 14.1074
Computational Capabilities: according to the authors, the1075
middleware proposal can has been tested several times in dif-1076
fering application domains. It is also claimed that Customer1077
Premises Equipment was utilized for a deployment where1078
data was transferred by means of an IP network. However,1079
there is little data regarding how information was transferred.1080
It has been presumed by the authors of this manuscript that1081
simulation data was used in order to measure the performance1082
of the proposal, as it is claimed that each Mediation Device1083
controls one hundred concentrators, thus obtaining a total of1084
ten thousand AMIs to be managed. Therefore, it can be argued 1085
that since the proposal is aimed at controlling smart meters, 1086
it would be expected to be installed in the Aggregator or the 1087
TSO/DSO infrastructure. 1088
Message Coupling: it is cited by the authors of the proposal 1089
that it is capable of transferring information both as real-time 1090
event collection and as Publish/Subscribe mechanisms as uti- 1091
lized by Intelligent Agents Platform as a way to implement test 1092
activities. In addition to that, polling-like communications per- 1093
former at the concentrators used for tests are also mentioned. 1094
Lastly, peer-to-peer data transfers are also present in the mid- 1095
dleware solution, thus having each of the message coupling 1096
levels established in Section II of the manuscript. 1097
Middleware Distribution: as it happened in previous cases, 1098
scarce data is present about how distributed the proposal is. 1099
Nevertheless, it can be argued that since Mediation Devices 1100
and the Intelligent Agents Platform are running in several 1101
devices rather than in a centralize power plant, along with the 1102
fact that smart meters are managed by the software compo- 1103
nents of the middleware solution, this is a mostly decentralized 1104
middleware. 1105
The proposal can be described with the following equation: 1106
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0||1||2||3) +MC (0) +MD(2) (7) 1107
Advantages of the Proposal: The proposal seems well suited 1108
for the purposes of middleware in a Smart Grid, as it offers 1109
a significant degree of decentralization since it is able to trans- 1110
fer data of very different nature. Furthermore, the usage of 1111
an ESB guarantees that there will be a collection of services 1112
encased in the middleware solution, which is consistent with 1113
what is expected from middleware. 1114
Disadvantages of the Proposal: despite using an ESB, the 1115
amount of services offered by this middleware solution seems 1116
lower than in other proposals. Besides, information about the 1117
performance of the system, along with how many of its fea- 1118
tures are provided, is missing. Last but not least, there is no 1119
description of how functionalities of critical importance, like 1120
hardware abstraction or security, are offered by the proposal. 1121
8. Self-Organizing Smart Grid Services 1122
Awad and German put forward their own ideas for a mid- 1123
dleware solution for the application domain of the Smart Grid 1124
in [46] and [47]. According to their proposal, there are sev- 1125
eral metrics that have been defined as degrees, which are 1126
employed to quantify the features that should be present in 1127
a specific middleware development and the extent they should 1128
be present. The degrees that are described in the proposal are 1129
a) degree of robustness (used to assess adaptability of self- 1130
organizing devices), b) scalability (checks if information can 1131
be created by means of local messages), c) flexibility (offers 1132
redundancy on order to avoid single points of failure in the 1133
deployment), d) emergence (a phenomenon to be witnessed at 1134
a macro level), e) target orientation (how nodes create their 1135
own data from an initial state), f) reliability (capability of self- 1136
organizing devices to find alternative solutions when an issue 1137
appears, as route unavailability) and g) parallelism (ability of 1138
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Fig. 14. G. Intelligent Agents Platform proposal, as depicted in [36].
Fig. 15. Solution structure (a) and main levels of the proposal (b), as
described in [37].
a service to join or leave the deployment simultaneously from1139
different sides). This proposal can be evaluated as follows.1140
Service Availability: the proposal is mostly devoted to ser-1141
vices that can be offered in the context of the Smart Grid1142
rather than the middleware as a separated software entity, as1143
it is regarded to be located in one of the two levels shown1144
in Figure 15 (a). There, it can be observed that there is an1145
infrastructure level used to provide feedback employed to take1146
decisions, along with a decision level utilized for data recep-1147
tion, supervision and control. Those levels presented there1148
resemble the solution structure provided in Figure 15 (b). In1149
this latter situation, decision support is performed at the deci-1150
sion level and data communication is combined with physical1151
devices that match the infrastructure event to an extent. The1152
middleware solution included in this proposal is expected to1153
deal with several functionalities, like aggregation, filtering,1154
data routing and replication. Contrary to what is presented1155
in other proposals, middleware is regarded as a mere way1156
to guarantee communications at the data level at the infras-1157
tructure side. Thus, it has been considered as an abstraction1158
middleware.1159
Computational Capabilities: although no explicit mentions 1160
are done about hardware devices to be used, it can be inferred 1161
from the provided information that the infrastructure level is 1162
roughly equivalent to Advanced Metering Infrastructure and 1163
the decision level can be placed at the aggregator, since it is 1164
used to control hardware devices located at the very end of 1165
the deployment and are able to send commands. 1166
Message Coupling: it is explicitly mentioned in the pro- 1167
posal that real-time communications can be provided for 1168
data transfers. No other mentions are done to other kinds of 1169
communications. 1170
Middleware Distribution: the authors of this solution and 1171
its corresponding middleware layer disagree with middleware 1172
developments that tend to be centralized, and mention how all 1173
communication nodes have the same importance in terms of 1174
data transfers. Despite the exact degree of middleware distri- 1175
bution that is given by the proposal is not clearly mentioned 1176
by the authors, it can be argued that it is a peer-to-peer moti- 1177
vated one, as it is the most preferred structure for network 1178
communications. 1179
The proposal can be described by using the matrix for 1180
middleware in the Smart Grid, resulting in: 1181
SGM = SA(0) + CC (0||1) +MC (3) +MD(3) (8) 1182
Advantages of the Proposal: The proposal makes use 1183
of a fully decentralized way to interchange information at 1184
the data level among different software components while 1185
abstracting ha dware heterogeneity among them. 1186
Disadvantages of the Proposal: in spite of making clear 1187
where middleware is located, there is little information about 1188
how it is used when it is deployed. What is more, testing 1189
activities done on the middleware proposal are scarce, or few 1190
data have been given about them. Lastly, there are no major 1191
services provided by middleware that are offered in other 1192
proposals (securitization, semantic features). 1193
9. Secure Decentralized Data-Centric Information 1194
Infrastructure 1195
The middleware solution that is proposed by Kim et al. [47] 1196
highlights the importance of having a framework for a decen- 1197
tralized and distributed system that can be ported to the Smart 1198
Grid. It is claimed by the authors that the middleware solu- 1199
tion takes into account issues like latency, real-time events, 1200
distributed data resources and security. There are Information 1201
and Communication Technologies infrastructures that make 1202
use of the Internet Protocol as the underlying way for packet 1203
transfer at the network level. Service securitization is also 1204
provided and, according to the authors of the proposal, the 1205
Common Information Model is implemented as well so as 1206
to interchange information among Energy and Distributed 1207
Management Systems (referred to with their acronyms, EMSs 1208
and DMSs). As a consequence of security implementation, it 1209
has been assumed that devices available in the deployment 1210
can deal with symmetric-key operations that establish secure 1211
channels (public-key operations are usually far more costly 1212
regarding time and performance). Considering the features 1213
introduced in the previous section, the features that have been 1214
described are as follows. 1215
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Fig. 16. Secure Decentralized Data-Centric Information Infrastructure, as
described in [38].
Service Availability: the proposal has been conceived as1216
a group of services organized in separated layers. Therefore,1217
it can be considered as a middleware architecture. Among the1218
levels that have been conceived for this proposal are: a) power1219
applications (located over the middleware layer and consisting1220
of applications to be employed by end users), b) Middleware1221
Application Programming Interface (describes how the mid-1222
dleware solution can be accessed from the application layer1223
and the functionalities that middleware provides to it), c) ser-1224
vices offered for event management (non-time critical and1225
time critical data/event components and control commands),1226
d) software components for networking and distributed infor-1227
mation transfers (network cache and Publisher/Subscriber1228
dissemination), e) a secured grid overlay network (used for1229
network communications in unicast, multicast and broad-1230
cast modes) and f) reliable, low-latency, lightweight transport1231
protocols (for information transport). Overall, the appear-1232
ance of the proposal and all its elements has been included1233
in Figure 16.1234
Computational Capabilities: the authors of the proposal1235
claim that their proposal is data-centric rather than host-1236
centric, so hardware must be taken into account just for the1237
sake of having the software components installed. Considering1238
the distributed nature of all the elements surrounding and mak-1239
ing use of the middleware solution, end users, the aggregator or1240
TSO/DSO infrastructure can be used to include the proposal.1241
Message Coupling: one of the proposal software compo-1242
nents makes use of Publish/Subscribe information dissemina-1243
tion, so it can be stated that it is the main style of data transfers1244
among the elements of the proposal. However, real-time is also1245
enabled by means of the components that handle events; the1246
authors of the middleware solution claim that the proposal can1247
be offered by using a Real Time Protocol as well.1248
Middleware Distribution: it can be argued that the middle-1249
ware solution is a mostly decentralized one, as it makes use1250
of network elements present in a distributed system but also1251
does not provide any information about a peer-to-peer potential1252
nature of the proposed solution.1253
According to the matrix that was defined previously, this1254
middleware proposal can be defined as:1255
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0||1||2) +MC (0||3) +MD(2) (9)1256
Advantages of the Proposal: The proposal is strongly influ- 1257
enced by the features that are present in any distributed 1258
system, so its portability to other solutions is manageable. 1259
Implementation and deployment seem easy enough as well, 1260
due to the fact that networking and securitization capabilities 1261
are guaranteed by using popular technologies. Alas, the avail- 1262
ability of an Application Programming Interface (API) makes 1263
possible accessing the middleware in an accurate way in order 1264
to request services from it. 1265
Disadvantages of the Proposal: there are several elements 1266
included in the proposal that fall beyond the scope of middle- 1267
ware, such as applications or networking infrastructure. Also, 1268
there are some other major services (semantic capabilities, 1269
context awareness) that have not been included in the pro- 1270
posal. Lastly, the implementation that has been carried out 1271
seems more aimed to including additional functionalities that 1272
have been built on top of the networking layer instead of 1273
developing a separate, distributed software layer for hardware 1274
heterogeneity abstraction. 1275
10. A Cloud Optimization Perspective 1276
Fang et al. describe in [48] the main features that a mid- 1277
dleware solution should have, according to their ideas. From 1278
their point of view, a cloud computing-based infrastructure 1279
is the most suitable one to provide services in a distributed 1280
manner. Indeed, cloud computing developments are extremely 1281
popular for distributed and Cyber-Physical Systems; they are 1282
offered by large companies such as Amazon (Amazon Web 1283
Services, AWS [49]) and Microsoft (Microsoft Azure [50]) to 1284
develop and store software applications. In the authors opin- 1285
ion, by enabling cloud computing for the Smart Grid there are 1286
four objectives that can be obtained: a) it improves information 1287
integration due to the fact that it avoids isolated data or what 1288
the authors refer to as “islands of information”, b) it can have 1289
outsourced tasks involving information management, therefore 1290
resulting in a less complex system, c) it can make the duties 1291
of Distributed Energy Generation parties easier and d) it fits 1292
high information processing requirements for the Smart Grid. 1293
If the four previously defined features are taken into account, 1294
the proposal can be described in the following manner. 1295
Service Availability: the proposal has been regarded by 1296
the authors of this manuscript as a middleware architecture. 1297
This has been done because the domains that encircle the 1298
applications can be roughly regarded as layers or levels con- 1299
taining software components, even though most of them are 1300
not piled but encasing software services. These domains are: 1301
the Smart Grid domain (consisting of seven different smaller 1302
domains characterized as different services playing a major 1303
role in the Smart Grid: Service Providers, Operations, Markets, 1304
Bulk Generation, Transmission, Distribution, Customers), the 1305
network domain (employed for networks and communication 1306
infrastructure), the cloud domain (used for storage purposes) 1307
and the broker domain (used for mediation between the 1308
requests done by the users of the Smart Grid domain and the 1309
cloud services available to serve them). The location of all the 1310
software components of the proposal has been established as 1311
in Figure 17. 1312
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Fig. 17. Cloud optimization perspective, as shown in [39].
Computational Capabilities: this feature is relying on con-1313
strains and possibilities that cloud computing offers as infras-1314
tructure. Due to the fact that the authors claim the cloud1315
being able to separate the ICT-related functionalities of the1316
Smart Grid from the more hardware-based ones, any appli-1317
ance capable of running the software required for the proposal1318
(for example, the CPLEX Studio tool from IBM, is mentioned1319
as one of them) will be able to store the required software.1320
Thus, it has been deemed suitable to include all possible hard-1321
ware options for this part of the proposal characterization (as it1322
could be included in servers or Personal Computer-like appli-1323
ances present in end users’ equipment, aggregator hardware,1324
TSO/DSO domains or power plant facilities).1325
Message Coupling: the proposal does not mention a spe-1326
cific way to interchange information among the hardware1327
components of a Smart Grid-like deployment. Nevertheless,1328
at least it can be assumed that cloud computing infrastruc-1329
tures are able to provide information when it is requested to1330
them as real-time information, thus making possible this form1331
of communication, along with a Publish/Subscribe paradigm1332
(where data obtained from the Smart Grid can also be kept in1333
a repository until an entity subscribed to the data provided by1334
a publisher requests it).1335
Middleware Distribution: cloud computing infrastructure1336
can be conceived as a mostly decentralized system due to1337
the fact that it offers services to be included in a number1338
of devices, but there is still a hierarchy that rules them (for1339
example, the broker domain is of more centralized nature that1340
all the others).1341
The middleware proposal that has been described in this1342
case is more accurately described as:1343
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0||1||2||3) +MC (0||3) +MD(2)1344
(10)1345
Advantages of the Proposal: the proposal offers a very accu-1346
rate description of the appearance of the services that must be1347
provided by a distributed system based on cloud computing.1348
The fact that there is a distinction between the ICT-based ser-1349
vices and he ones relying on the power grid is appealing due to1350
the fact of easing the development of services related to both1351
areas from an implementation point of view. Finally, major1352
services as security are included in the proposal as well, with 1353
performance tests assessing how well they work. 1354
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the inclusion of an API 1355
would have been useful to have a good grasp on how to 1356
access the infrastructure provided by the authors of the pro- 1357
posal. Furthermore, even though commercial solutions have 1358
been built with the same kind of services that are described 1359
in this case (for instance, Amazon Simple Storage Service 1360
is used as a way to work with other cloud platforms [51]), 1361
it is not clear how they are built in case of the described 1362
solution. Lastly, there is no information on how messages 1363
are interchanged among interested parties in this middleware 1364
solution. 1365
11. KT Smart Grid Architecture and Open Platform 1366
The proposal that is explained in this case is about a com- 1367
mercial solution that makes use of an energy management 1368
platform developed by KT (former Korea Telecom) employ- 1369
ees Lee et al. [52]. Functionalities offered by a Service 1370
Oriented Architecture have been taken into account, as well 1371
as other disciplines as intelligent agents and business pro- 1372
cess management. The new services that have to be included 1373
so as they become integrated as part of the Smart Grid 1374
(Electric Vehicles, Distributed Energy Resources, Demand 1375
Side Management, Demand Response, etc.) have been consid- 1376
ered in this proposal. This middleware solution is offered as 1377
an open source development, so scalability and service avail- 1378
ability can be updated and ported depending on the particular 1379
needs of a deployment. The proposal has been characterized 1380
as follows. 1381
Service Availability: considering that the main components 1382
of this middleware proposal have been divided in three differ- 1383
ent layers, the solution presented by KT has been deemed as 1384
a middleware architecture. There are several elements that have 1385
been included in the architecture: the highest level has been 1386
named Customer Energy Management Systems (CEMS) that 1387
encases management capabilities for home dwellers (Home 1388
Energy Management System, HEMS). The second one relies 1389
on a data base involving information about customers, meta- 1390
data collected from the system or energy usage. The third level 1391
is used for the management of the Demand Response service 1392
(Demand Respond Management System, DRMS), renewable 1393
energies (Renewable Energy Management System, REMS), 1394
business operations (Business Support System, BSS) and smart 1395
metering information (Metering Data Management System, 1396
MDMS). In addition to this, a low level interface has been 1397
added with the purpose of connecting Smart Grid appli- 1398
ances (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition systems or 1399
SCADAs, power panels, Advanced Metering Infrastructure). 1400
The overall appearance of the architecture has been described 1401
in Figure 18. 1402
Computational Capabilities: considering the platform itself, 1403
it is expected that it will have several devices with different 1404
amounts of content present in them. Information will be gath- 1405
ered from SCADAs or AMIs, it could be placed in a device 1406
that is outside them (aggregator, TSO/DSO domain), so end 1407
users’ equipment, aggregator and TSO/DSO domains have 1408
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Fig. 18. KT Smart Grid Architecture, as shown in [43].
been chosen as the most likely ones to have the proposal1409
included in them.1410
Message Coupling: the data are expected to be collected and1411
distributed in a real-time fashion. Aside from that, little infor-1412
mation is offered on how to transfer data among the entities1413
surrounding the proposal.1414
Middleware Distribution: the authors of the proposal claim1415
that it will be installed in several devices belonging to the1416
locations where they are needed. However, since some of those1417
appliances will feed data to the system, the proposal has been1418
considered a mostly decentralized one.1419
This proposal can also be described as:1420
SGM = SA(3) + CC (1||2||3) +MC (0) +MD(2) (11)1421
Advantages of the Proposal: this proposal has been tested in1422
a real deployment where data regarding energy consumption or1423
energy flow was provided to end users. Therefore, assessments1424
of electricity usage and user information have been strongly1425
considered for this proposal. Also, having the platform as an1426
open development is a positive feature of the platform due to1427
the fact that it can be enhanced and extended considering the1428
specific needs of a deployment.1429
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the how data is sent from1430
one side of the communications to the other is not thoroughly1431
described in the proposal. Furthermore, the end users that have1432
been considered are mere consumers, rather than potential pro-1433
sumers than may be willing to provide their own power supply1434
to the grid. There some major services as security that have not1435
been included in the proposal. Lastly, information regarding1436
API or application layer access is not offered either.1437
12. Smart Microgrid Monitoring With DDS1438
The proposal that has been put forward by the authors1439
ha a fundamental difference with the ones that have been1440
presented before because it makes use of a standard of the1441
Object Management Group (OMG) called Data Distribution1442
Service (DDS) aimed to offer interoperability in distributed1443
and Cyber-Physical Systems [53]. DDS defines a software1444
Fig. 19. Smart microgrid monitoring with DDS depiction, as described
in [44].
layer that can be ported to a system such as the Smart 1445
Grid so that it will offer interoperability for hardware at the 1446
data level, as if it was a middleware solution. The DDS 1447
specification has been divided in two different levels, where 1448
one is used for Data-Centric Publish/Subscribe communica- 1449
tions (DCPS) and the other one for compatibility among 1450
different versions of DDS distributions and real-time commu- 1451
nications (Real Time Publish Subscriber, RTPS). The standard 1452
defines all the characteristics require to understand the role of 1453
the components and how they are related to each other. Also, 1454
how a Platform Independent Model (PIM) is established as 1455
a generalist description of the standard, and how it can be 1456
further specified for standardized communications by having 1457
a Platform Specific Model (PSM) is described as well. 1458
DDS makes use of several concepts in order to define the 1459
roles undertaken by each of the parties involved in the commu- 1460
nications. Among them, three are of major importance: topics, 1461
domains and domain participants. A topic is a definition for 1462
an association of participants in a data transfer specified and 1463
distinguished from others by means of several characteristics 1464
(topic type, topic identifier and topic name). At the same time, 1465
a domain is a data space that is used to comprehend a logi- 1466
cal network for the participants in the communications [54], 1467
where the entities referred to as domain participants publish 1468
information of interest for the subscribers. 1469
The middleware proposal that is put forward by the authors 1470
makes use of the previous concepts, in the sense that it has 1471
been built from scratch just using the functionalities that DDS 1472
is capable of providing. In this sense, there are several domain 1473
participants within a single DDS Domain, where publishers 1474
are offering information to the subscribers among the domain 1475
participants depending on the topic they are participating in. 1476
The appearance of the proposal that has been put forward has 1477
been depicted in Figure 19. 1478
Service Availability: the proposal has been designed as 1479
a way to transfer messages collecting information from devices 1480
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present in a microgrid. The usage of DCPS also ensures that1481
an API can be used by the high level applications as a way to1482
retrieve data, but since there are no services encased in the pro-1483
posal offering functionalities to external actors of the system1484
(security or semantics), the proposal has been considered to1485
be a Message-Oriented Middleware.1486
Computational Capabilities: the information regarding the1487
kind of devices that should is scarce, but it can be said that,1488
according to the authors of the proposal, middleware is used to1489
obtain information from devices like wind turbines, so it can1490
be expected to have the middleware running in the end users’1491
equipment, along with the one present in the aggregator or the1492
management functionalities required in the TSO/DSO part.1493
Message Coupling: the paradigm of Publish/Subscribe is of1494
major importance for the architecture that has been conceived1495
by the authors of the proposal, as DDS itself is strongly linked1496
to this paradigm. The standard will make possible that the1497
publisher implements a data writer, while the subscriber will1498
make use of a data reader to gather the information published1499
by the other part of the communications. In addition to that,1500
real-time data transfers are also implemented by the proposal1501
due to the same reason: DDS uses a layer for interoperability1502
that implements real-time capabilities.1503
Middleware Distribution: the proposal is expected to be1504
installed in several devices, as its components are located1505
in different pieces of hardware. Then again, the DDS stan-1506
dard (and by proxy, the proposal put forward by its authors)1507
keeps a certain hierarchy in the elements that are involved in1508
data transfers (as their functionalities are using differentiated1509
software components). Thus, the proposal has been considered1510
as a mostly decentralized one.1511
Considering the features present in this proposal, it can also1512
be depicted as:1513
SGM = SA(2) + CC (0||1||2) +MC (0||3) +MD(2)1514
(12)1515
Advantages of the Proposal: the DDS standard can be1516
used with relative ease in distributed, Cyber-Physical Systems1517
as a way to implement a middleware solution. Furthermore,1518
it can be easily ported from one development to another1519
one depending on the needs of a specific project. Different1520
kinds of communications (real-time, Publish/Subscribe) can1521
be supported by the system.1522
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the fact that the proposal1523
is based on DDS makes possible to implement a compelling1524
middleware solution, but it does not provide any facility related1525
to the Smart Grid by itself, so many Smart Grid-related details1526
must be implemented from scratch. As far as the proposal1527
built on top of it is concerned, no additional, major services1528
that could be obtained from a middleware architecture can be1529
provided in this case, and more information could have been1530
provided regarding the devices that could be used to have the1531
middleware solution installed.1532
13. ETSI M2M1533
Lu et al. have chosen to define a proposal [55]1534
that relies on a collection of standards for1535
Fig. 20. M. ETSI M2M proposal, as described in [46].
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications described 1536
by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute 1537
(ETSI, [56]) for it to be ported to the Smart Grid. While 1538
ETSI is more focused on the Internet of Things than other 1539
areas of knowledge, the Smart Grid can still be related to it 1540
due to the distributed nature of both kinds of systems, with 1541
a number of similar challenges such as security, scalability 1542
or interoperability, despite having some applications that 1543
are specific to the nature of the Smart Grid (for example, 1544
Demand Response). The design that has been made for ETSI 1545
M2M has Service Capabilities (SCs) as one of the pivotal 1546
ideas that make possible offering the functionalities required 1547
by the applications located in the upper, application-based 1548
level. SCs that are mentioned in this proposal are: Remote 1549
Entity Management, Telco Operator Exposure, Application 1550
Enablement or Interworking Proxy. 1551
Service Availability: the authors of the proposal have con- 1552
ceived it as a middleware architecture with several services in 1553
it. The Service Capabilities that are mentioned in the proposal 1554
are claimed to be portable for different kinds of hardware, 1555
without requiring a specific underlying technology. A useful 1556
addition that this proposal offers is the inclusion of an open 1557
source Application Programming Interface for application 1558
access to the middleware solution. There are two differenti- 1559
ated kinds of functionalities that are present in the middleware 1560
solution. On the one hand, there is a group of functionalities 1561
gathered as M2M Core ones: a) Generation Control Center, 1562
b) Transmission Control Center, c) Distribution Control 1563
Center and d) Energy Service Provider. On the other hand, 1564
the Smart Grid System mirrors these previous functionali- 1565
ties as systems rather than control centers (generation System, 1566
Transmission System, Distribution System) while at the same 1567
time taking into account the Distributed Energy Resources that 1568
can be offered to the system. Security and device management 1569
have also been considered for the proposal. The location of 1570
the different entities of the proposal has been displayed in 1571
Figure 20. 1572
Computational Capabilities: the authors of the proposal 1573
have made clear that SCs can be present in M2M commu- 1574
nication cores or gateways, which are equivalent in terms of 1575
computational capabilities to PCs or servers. Also, the pro- 1576
posal has been primarily conceived for its usage in IoT-related 1577
scenarios, so it can be expected that hardware constrains are 1578
not particularly troublesome. Taking into account all these 1579
facts, the proposal can be installed in every part of a Smart 1580
Grid-related development. 1581
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Message Coupling: even though there is little information1582
on how messages are transferred in the proposal, real-time1583
automated responses are mentioned by the authors of the mid-1584
dleware solution. Besides, the idea of having servers with1585
available information is present during the description of the1586
proposal (M2M are explicitly mentioned), so Client/Server1587
communications can also be regarded as suitable in this case.1588
Finally, elements used under a Publish/Subscribe paradigm1589
like brokers are not mentioned, so this latter case seems1590
unlikely to be used.1591
Middleware Distribution: as it happens with distributed,1592
Cyber-Physical Systems in general, and IoT-like proposals in1593
particular, this is a mostly decentralize middleware architec-1594
ture. Interestingly enough, peer-to-peer communications would1595
also be possible, as it is mentioned that there are several pieces1596
of equipment communicating among them without the inter-1597
vention of any user or application that provides a prominent1598
hierarchy or management.1599
The middleware solution can also be described with the1600
following equation:1601
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0||1||2||3) +MC (2) +MD(2||3)1602
(13)1603
Advantages of the Proposal: this middleware solution offers1604
a way to access to its services via an open API that makes clear1605
how to invoke services and functionalities. In addition to that,1606
prototyping activities have also been detailed for each of the1607
features that are of major importance for the authors (security,1608
device management, Demand Response, interoperability and1609
scalability).1610
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the proposal fails to provide1611
any information of the required actions for it to be ported from1612
an IoT deployment to a Smart Grid-based one. Information1613
about how services are provided could also be more complete.1614
Lastly, message transfer operations among the system are not1615
clearly described in the paper that has been found.1616
14. Smart Middleware Device for Smart Grid Integration1617
Oliveira et al. [57] describe how middleware can be encased1618
as another software component in only one appliance espe-1619
cially built for Smart Grid scenarios. The authors claim1620
that integration between middleware and already standard-1621
ized protocols like Modbus (a standard oriented to industrial1622
applications) that needs specific gateways when working in1623
cooperation with other elements of the grid. The proposal1624
that is described in this piece of work describes one of1625
these gateways, referred to as Smart Middleware Device,1626
consisting of software components used in protocol transla-1627
tions, as well as data flow characteristics. The device itself1628
will be used to interconnect the ICT and electricity ele-1629
ments of the Smart Grid, having the power stations at one1630
side of the communications and the ICT infrastructure used1631
to establish communications through its suitable locations1632
(particularly, routers at the network layer). Considering the1633
features that have been previously defined, the proposal can1634
be characterized as follows.1635
Fig. 21. Device for Smart Grid Integration, as depicted in [48].
Service Availability: basically, the proposal has been con- 1636
ceived as a middleware architecture that is installed in a single 1637
device. There is a collection of services offered within this 1638
proposal as two different groups that interact with each other: 1639
the core and the translators. Core components are utilized for 1640
the typical functionalities related to information transfer in the 1641
Smart Grid. In this way, when a query is done to the system, 1642
its answer will be stored in a repository, whereas another part 1643
of the core will deal with the communications with external 1644
elements for data gathering (such as SCADAs) and data man- 1645
agement when information is interchanged with the group 1646
of translator functionalities. These latter ones will be used 1647
for protocol data translation between the elements involved 1648
in information transfer: Modbus, IEC 61850 and Distributed 1649
Network Protocol are mentioned as the protocols that can be 1650
translated. The appearance of the proposal has been described 1651
in Figure 21. 1652
Computational Capabilities: the middleware architecture 1653
is strongly linked to a specific device in this proposal. 1654
The authors mention that the middleware solution has been 1655
installed as a service running in a machine with a Linux, 1656
Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD)-like operating system. 1657
With these features alone it could be included at any loca- 1658
tion of a Smart grid deployment, but since protocol translation 1659
functionalities have been enabled, it seems more useful to 1660
have the middleware solution running as part of the TSO/DSO 1661
infrastructure or even at the aggregator. 1662
Message Coupling: the authors mention the proposal as 1663
being working under a Client/Server paradigm. Also, they 1664
claim that real-time information was received from a Smart 1665
Grid scenario, with Quality of Service parameters able to 1666
trigger alarms or actions to be carried out. 1667
Middleware Distribution: the proposal has been installed in 1668
a single hardware device that acts as a gateway within the 1669
system. Therefore, it must be considered as a fully centralized 1670
middleware solution used for industrial protocol translation 1671
and data transfer. 1672
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The middleware solution has been defined with the next1673
equation, according to the previously presented matrix:1674
SGM = SA(3) + CC (1||2) +MC (3) +MD(0) (14)1675
Advantages of the Proposal: This middleware solution is1676
able to become integrated with other services such as General1677
Packet Radio Service (GPRS) in a single device. Furthermore,1678
testing activities have been reported as satisfactory, and this1679
middleware solution has been able to port multiple protocol1680
formats of widespread developments, which can be regarded1681
as a major achievement.1682
Disadvantages of the Proposal: unlike all the other pro-1683
posals that have been found, this middleware solution works1684
as a collection of software functionalities located in a single1685
device. From the authors of this survey on middleware for the1686
Smart Grid, that concept may be prone to several challenges:1687
in case of failure of the device where the proposal is installed,1688
no middleware will be available for the system. In addition1689
to that, information on how the implementation works have1690
been done to include the middleware in that device is scarce.1691
Another issue is that having a single device with the mid-1692
dleware components seems to contradict the idea of having1693
a distributed software layer negating the heterogeneity of the1694
different devices located in the system. Finally, an API, secu-1695
rity capabilities or semantic functionalities are not present in1696
the system.1697
15. WAMPAC-Based Smart Grid Communications1698
Ashok et al. [58] stress how securitization of ele-1699
ments in a deployment is one of the most important1700
features for a distributed, Cyber-Physical System, aim-1701
ing to create a Wide-Area Monitoring, Protection and1702
Control (WAMPAC) subsystem for this application domain.1703
The authors have divided WAMPAC in a collection1704
of subdomains: Wide-Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS),1705
Wide-Area Control (WAC) and Wide-Area Protection1706
Systems (WAP). SCADAs are used as a way to gather infor-1707
mation from the environment they are present. The authors1708
mention that this middleware solution is prone to have some1709
challenges when it has to be deployed: WAMS, to begin with,1710
has to be able to offer integrity, high availability and a level1711
of confidentiality in utility data. WAMPAC schemes must also1712
ensure that transferred messages are authenticated so as to1713
isolate malicious information or commands. Moreover, the1714
authors mention that a WAC making use of data collected from1715
a Phasor Measurement Unit has been planned. The proposal1716
can be further described as follows.1717
Service Availability: the subdomains that have been1718
described by the authors are matching the levels that would1719
be found in a middleware architecture. For instance, WAP1720
requires large amounts of information collected from the1721
deployed system, as it is required to make decisions based on1722
that gathered data in order to counter any disturbance found. At1723
the same time, WAMS is responsible for distributing informa-1724
tion in an efficient, reliable way, making use of an underlying1725
high-speed network infrastructure. WAC is also claimed to be1726
a potential manner of providing applications specific to the1727
power grid, such as inter-area oscillation damping, static con- 1728
trol or secondary voltage control. It has to be noted that, as 1729
shown in Figure 21, WAMPAC is included as a part of a wider 1730
Smart Grid scenario used to solve security issues, instead of 1731
being a separated, portable middleware proposal. 1732
Computational Capabilities: a WAMPAC controller makes 1733
use of data management solutions, networking and security, so 1734
it can be located as part of the infrastructure used for infor- 1735
mation exchange and communications and the infrastructure 1736
used for electricity generation and transfer, that is to say, the 1737
TSO/DSO domain. 1738
Message Coupling: there are two different communication 1739
paradigms that are used in the proposal. The first of them is 1740
real-time, as it is mentioned that real-time communications 1741
are the most frequent ones that happen in the environment 1742
that has been put forward for the proposal. The second one 1743
is Publish/Subscribe, due to the fact that the proposal takes 1744
into account the suggestions made by the North American 1745
Synchro-Phasor Initiative (NASPI) about secure and syn- 1746
chronized data measurement infrastructure (NASPInet, [59]), 1747
where a Publish/Subscribe component is implemented. 1748
Middleware Distribution: although the domain that is sug- 1749
gested for the proposal is clearly a distributed one, the degree 1750
of decentralization is less clear, as there is little informa- 1751
tion about how the devices with the proposal installed will 1752
be deployed. Taking into account the fact that there are sev- 1753
eral pieces of equipment that could have the solution installed 1754
while still keeping a certain hierarchy, the proposal can be 1755
regarded as a mostly decentralized one. 1756
This proposal can be further described as: 1757
SGM = SA(3) + CC (0||3) +MC (0||3) +MD(2) (15) 1758
Advantages of the Proposal: security is a strong point of 1759
this proposal, as the infrastructure and software components 1760
of the middleware solution have been built upon and around it. 1761
The usage of a game theory framework for securitization, as 1762
it is mentioned in the proposal, provides a unique perspective 1763
that is not frequently seen in middleware solutions for the 1764
Smart Grid. 1765
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the solution does not pro- 1766
vide information about all the other services that are not 1767
that related to securitization (for instance, semantic capa- 1768
bilities, how an API can be provided, etc.). The authors’ 1769
proposal seems to be more oriented to offer a solution for 1770
secure data interchange that a true middleware proposal with 1771
a collection of services and hardware abstraction. 1772
16. C-DAX Middleware 1773
The authors of this proposal describe how secure mid- 1774
dleware can be provided for the Smart Grid, according to 1775
the development works that have been carried out in the 1776
research project named Cyber-secure Data and Control Cloud 1777
for power grids (C-DAX, [60]). As it has been described in 1778
other proposals, solving security issues for data transactions 1779
is a major objective in this middleware solution, referring 1780
at them as Active Distribution Networks or ADNs. There 1781
are several pieces of hardware that could have the proposal 1782
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Fig. 22. WAMPAC communications, as depicted in [49].
installed for data heterogeneity abstraction, such as the already1783
mentioned PMUs and other pieces of hardware like Phasor1784
Data Concentrators (PDCs) and the ones related to Real-Time1785
State Estimation (RTSE). RTSE-related applications have been1786
conceived as appliances capable of collecting information from1787
the PDCs and using it as input for a mathematical model1788
used with the idea of estimating the actual condition of the1789
Smart Grid. Additionally, PDCs are utilized for the recep-1790
tion of timestamped information that is also time-aligned and1791
aggregated from different PMUs. As it is done with solutions1792
based on DDS, topics have been defined with the purpose of1793
separating different kinds of content. NASPInet is also used1794
for PMU measurements as the protocol of choice.1795
Service Availability: the proposal has been considered as1796
a Message-Oriented Middleware due to the fact that the mid-1797
dleware solution is focused on secure message interchange1798
rather than providing mere hardware abstraction or a software1799
architecture with several components included in it. There1800
are two planes of information that have been created by the1801
authors of the middleware solution: the control plane and the1802
data plane. The control plane is used to contain the server1803
with the security facilities included in the deployment and1804
the resolver used to translate the information transfers that1805
are done with security functionalities enabled. The data plane1806
contains both Designated Nodes for communications, as well1807
as a Data Broker for the management of information requests.1808
The structure of the proposal and all its components are shown1809
in Figure 23.1810
Computational Capabilities: the pieces of hardware used1811
by the proposal fall into the conventional ones. It is also1812
mentioned that tests used to check performance have been1813
made with a data link of 100 Mbit/s. Since the main con-1814
cern of the proposal is the transmission of information in1815
a secure manner, it can be argued that the TSO/DSO infras-1816
tructure will be the one where the proposal will be most1817
useful. Furthermore, hardware in power plants is also likely to1818
have the proposal installed, as it would be capable of adding1819
Fig. 23. C-DAX middleware proposal, as shown in [51].
security to information that due to is nature must be encrypted 1820
for its data transmission. 1821
Message Coupling: the middleware solution presented in 1822
this case describes three ways to interchange messages: 1823
streaming communications mode (utilized for subscribers 1824
to obtain information related to their topics of choice), 1825
query communications mode (used by subscribers to send 1826
explicit data queries) and point-to-point communications 1827
(where data are transferred without using Designated Nodes 1828
or Data Brokers). These three communication modes can also 1829
be explained as a Publish/Subscribe paradigm with application 1830
data published at one end of the communication and consumed 1831
by the subscribed at the other end of the communication, or 1832
a real-time paradigm where information is obtained from the 1833
Advanced Metering Infrastructure deployed in the Smart Grid. 1834
Middleware Distribution: it has been considered that this is 1835
a mostly decentralized proposal because it is present in several 1836
appliances but at the same time there are pieces of hardware 1837
where data reception and delivery are also used, thus signaling 1838
a certain degree of hierarchy present in the system. 1839
This proposal can be described with the following equation: 1840
SGM = SA(2) + CC (2||3) +MC (0||3) +MD(2) (16) 1841
Advantages of the Proposal: this middleware solution is bent 1842
on providing security for data interchanges, which is a major 1843
feature that it is often neglected by other intermediation soft- 1844
ware layers. Among the tests that have been carried out with 1845
this proposal, challenging scenarios involving Data Brokers 1846
have been one kind of them. 1847
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the solution fails to deliver 1848
a significant number of services because it has been only con- 1849
sidered for message interchange instead of as an architecture 1850
encasing software components resulting in services. As a con- 1851
sequence, some facilities that would have been welcome (for 1852
example, an API for interconnectivity with the application 1853
layer) are not present in this case. 1854
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17. Building As a Service (BaaS)1855
The main feature of the proposal presented1856
by Martin et al. [61] is that Smart Grid-based capabilities1857
are used in the very specific context of energy efficiency1858
in buildings. The latter are conceived as entities used to1859
retrieve services (hence the name of the proposal) that1860
become interconnected at the data level by means of a mid-1861
dleware layer bent on optimizing energy consumption levels.1862
Implementation works have been carried by means of the1863
facilities offered by the Open Services Gateway initiative1864
(OSGi, [62]), that are supposed to offer interoperability,1865
transparency and openness. Interoperability among buildings1866
is offered by using Building Information Models (BIMs),1867
Data Warehouses (used to store data), legacy ICT facilities1868
and Building Management Systems (BMSs). The proposal1869
can be further explained with the following features.1870
Service Availability: the proposal has been regarded as1871
a middleware architecture due to the fact that it has been1872
divided in three different layers, as it is common among the1873
studied middleware architectures. However, it has to be noted1874
that among the different features conceived by the authors1875
of the proposal, only the Communication Logic Layer is1876
strictly part of the middleware, due to the fact that the other1877
layers are either related to the application layer (contain-1878
ing services about models, modules and services kernel) or1879
focused on data gathering. Indeed, there is a lower level called1880
data layer that encases the Communication Logic Layer called1881
Data layer; it is responsible for including information linked1882
to the infrastructure utilized for the BaaS (it is described in1883
the proposal how the ICT infrastructure weather and access1884
control are the ones that have been thought of). At the same1885
time, the Communication Logic Layer is further subdivided1886
in two levels: Core Communication sublayer and Data Access1887
Object sublayer. The first one is composed by the Domain1888
Controllers or DCs and the Data Acquisition and Control1889
Management (DACM). The Data Access Object sublayer con-1890
tains components that somewhat mirror the ones that have been1891
described for the other level: a DC Data Access Objects com-1892
ponent has been included, along with a DACM Data Access1893
Objects one for all the data related to DACM. The structure of1894
the middleware architecture has been described in Figure 24.1895
Computational Capabilities: the services that have been1896
included in the proposal are software components that have1897
been implemented as bundles relying on OSGi technologies. It1898
can be claimed that OSGi-based bundles usually take kilobytes1899
of room (as reflected in ESB bundles using OSGi interfaces1900
in [3] and [63]), so they should be able to be installed in almost1901
every device present in the Smart Grid as long as there are1902
minimum, reasonable hardware capabilities. Since the infor-1903
mation that is gathered is done so from sensor readings, it can1904
be argued that any intermediate hardware installed as part of1905
the aggregator, DSO or TSO infrastructure should be able to1906
contain the software packages.1907
Message Coupling: the middleware solution mentions in1908
an explicit way that Client/Server communications have been1909
used to transfer information, so it can be inferred that this is1910
the paradigm that has been chosen for data transfers.1911
Fig. 24. Building as a Service proposal, as described in [52].
Middleware Distribution: this proposal has been regarded 1912
as a mostly decentralized one because the software compo- 1913
nents required for it to have a good performance are located 1914
in several buildings at once where the services are offered, yet 1915
there are still some elements that have a higher responsibil- 1916
ity in the deployment that others (the Data Acquisition and 1917
Control Manager is one example of this fact). 1918
When all this description is taken into account, the proposal 1919
can also be defined as: 1920
SGM = SA(3) + CC (1||2) +MC (2) +MD(2) (17) 1921
Advantages of the Proposal: the middleware solution 1922
presented here has innovative concepts such as conceiving 1923
buildings as entities capable of providing services. In addition 1924
to that, an API has been built with the purpose of informa- 1925
tion interchange at the data level and as a way to interface 1926
levels among them. OSGi is use as a key technology of the 1927
proposal, which is consistent with the idea of providing open 1928
source technologies for the middleware as a way to optimize 1929
scalability for future developments that demand new services 1930
in the foreseeable future. Last but not least, there is a col- 1931
lection of other technologies that are easy to troubleshoot 1932
and develop for, given their degree of popularity and use- 1933
fulness (Java Database connectivity in the data Warehouse 1934
software package, JavaScript Object Notation for the Building 1935
Information Model). 1936
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the solution is lacking some 1937
services that are usually regarded as of major importance, like 1938
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Fig. 25. Appearance of the device used for middleware-based management,
as shown in [55].
semantic capabilities or how security is provided to the system.1939
The domain that this proposal has been conceived for is also1940
quite narrow, which may make challenging for the middle-1941
ware solution to be deployed in other environments of similar1942
characteristics.1943
18. Middleware-Based Management for the Smart Grid1944
The proposal that has been described by the authors deals1945
with how a hardware platform can be used to integrate a series1946
of elements used for management of electricity in the Smart1947
Grid when combined with middleware [64]. In order to com-1948
bine both hardware and middleware, a specific device for1949
that purpose called Embedded Metering Device (EMD) has1950
been manufactured by the authors of the proposal. Their pur-1951
poses are: a) availability (segments of the network are able1952
to still work despite failures), b) scalability, c) adaptability1953
(since EMDs are conceived for devices that require no changes1954
in their design) and d) hierarchical design for the overall1955
performance of the proposal components. Other remarkable1956
features of the proposal are related to the size of the hardware1957
used for the middleware that has been encased in the proposal:1958
low energy consumption, low cost, small dimensions, access1959
flexibility and access transparency. The main, final objective1960
of the middleware solution is becoming a generalist plat-1961
form where power management services can be developed and1962
installed. According to the authors’ point of view, the device1963
is used as part of Advanced Metering Infrastructure, so soft-1964
ware components to be used as middleware are strongly linked1965
to the device used for them. The appearance of the hardware1966
and its components has been included in Figure 25. Its main1967
characteristics are the following ones.1968
Service Availability: the main purpose of the proposal is1969
device interconnectivity at the network (mostly because of the1970
hardware that is provided) and data level (due to its software1971
components). Because of this, the middleware solution has1972
been considered as a hardware abstraction-based one, where1973
the main bulk of the software is devoted to that functionality.1974
Aside from that, there is no API provided as part of the mid-1975
dleware implementation efforts, so it is unclear whether it is1976
expected from higher levels to access the middleware solution1977
installed in the EMDs.1978
Computational Capabilities: the proposal is explicitly aimed1979
to smart meters that are part of and Advanced Metering1980
Infrastructure, so no other part of the Smart Grid is expected to 1981
carry the software components used for hardware abstraction, 1982
or abstract any other kind of hardware. 1983
Message Coupling: the authors of the middleware solu- 1984
tion claim that their prototypes work under CORBA [65], as 1985
well as the Internet Communications Engine (ICE), which 1986
offers a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) protocol iteration that 1987
offers standardized communications for the transport layer. 1988
Therefore, it has been considered that the proposal works 1989
mostly as a Client/Server paradigm. 1990
Middleware Distribution: the proposal is linked to a single 1991
kind of device that is used for a specific purpose. Nevertheless, 1992
AMI are widespread in a Smart Grid-like environment, so it 1993
has been considered as a mostly decentralized proposal, due to 1994
the fact that it is still under some degree of control by elements 1995
that are outside middleware and work in a hierarchy. 1996
Considering all the data provided previously, this proposal 1997
can be described as follows: 1998
SGM = SA(0) + CC (0) +MC (2) +MD(2) (18) 1999
Advantages of the Proposal: the authors have presented 2000
a device that is capable of using AMI as a way to connect mid- 2001
dleware components among them with low capability devices. 2002
Cost or dimensions of the devices used has been taken into 2003
consideration too. 2004
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the solution is solely focus 2005
on a specific, relatively limited goal in one specific kind of 2006
device, so its portability and scalability look quite challenging. 2007
The EMD device that is described makes use of CORBA as 2008
a way to transfer data and has been tailored for this solu- 2009
tion, which makes hard for the device to use other standard or 2010
solution. Information about an API is not provided, and con- 2011
sidering the functionalities expected from the proposal it may 2012
not be offered to the application layer. Lastly, services such 2013
as security, semantic capabilities or context awareness are not 2014
provided by the proposal, as its main objective is offering 2015
hardware abstraction rather than any other service. 2016
19. OpenNode Smart Grid Architecture 2017
Leménager et al. [66] have put forward their own solution 2018
for middleware in the Smart Grid based on the develop- 2019
ment works that have been carried out for the OpenNode 2020
project [67]. The proposal describes how the main concepts 2021
that are attempted to be achieved by the middleware proposal 2022
(modularity, extensibility, distribution of intelligence, open 2023
standards, cost effectiveness, common reference architecture) 2024
have been included in the design and implementation works. 2025
Basically, these were oriented to creating an open source 2026
proposal to be installed in the environment of Secondary 2027
Substation Nodes (SSNs), where middleware would be con- 2028
necting them at the data level while running on this piece 2029
of equipment. Middleware, then, would be used to tackle 2030
stakeholder diversification and the flexibility needed for inter- 2031
operability among the Smart Grid. The location of proposal 2032
as part of a larger system has been represented in Figure 26. 2033
The following features can be extracted from it. 2034
Service Availability: the proposal that has been presented by 2035
the authors focuses on how hardware abstraction is provided 2036
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Fig. 26. OpenNode Smart Grid proposal, as described in [57].
for the higher level components of the system that rely on it.2037
Therefore, it can be regarded as a hardware abstraction middle-2038
ware, due to the fact that the authors of the proposal have not2039
conceived it as a way to have services that will be provided2040
to entities outside middleware. Among the new components2041
that have been developed for interaction with the elements of2042
the system, the Secondary Substation Node is used for infor-2043
mation interchanges with smart meters and local Intelligent2044
Electronic Devices (IEDs) that will use middleware to inter-2045
change metering information, as well as grid automation data.2046
The middleware layer will also transfer information to an2047
ESB whenever data has to be transferred to other parts of2048
the system.2049
Computational Capabilities: the authors of the middleware2050
solution claim that the SSN prototypes have been built utilizing2051
Personal Computers and embedded Linux CPUs. In addition2052
to that, smart meters manufactured by five different vendors2053
have also been used for testing activities. Therefore, it should2054
be possible to have the proposal installed in end user’s devices2055
(Advanced Metering Infrastructure), aggregator facilities of the2056
TSO/DSO domain.2057
Message Coupling: in spite of not having clear information2058
about this characteristic in the proposal, it can be inferred2059
that the system should be able to interchange information in2060
a real-time way, due to its location in the overall system.2061
Middleware Distribution: according to the location of the2062
proposal and the information given about it, this middleware2063
solution will have to be considered as a fully decentralized2064
proposal, due to the fact that is installed in several devices that2065
are performing the same functionalities, without establishing2066
a hierarchy or major and minor functionalities regarding its2067
inner components.2068
Considering all the previously mentioned capabilities, the2069
middleware solution can be described in a more accurate2070
way by:2071
SGM = SA(0) + CC (0||1||2) +MC (3) +MD(3) (19)2072
Advantages of the Proposal: the applicability of the solution2073
that has been implemented is certain, as it has been integrated2074
in a research project that must deliver results. Testing activities2075
have been carried out in different environments showing that2076
the developments that have been done are realistic and offer2077
a feasible solution for interoperability at the data level.2078
Fig. 27. DIRECTOR overall appearance, as shown in [59].
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the solution is only ori- 2079
ented to interchange data from the Secondary Substation Node 2080
to the enterprise Service Bus used to interchange informa- 2081
tion with other parts of the system that has been deployed. 2082
Information about the overall proposal is lacking a descrip- 2083
tion on the procedures about how messages are interchanged 2084
or how semantics is provided. 2085
20. DIRECTOR 2086
Wilcox et al. [68] describe what they refer to as a distributed 2087
communication transport manager for the Smart Grid. The 2088
authors of this middleware solution mention that DIRECTOR 2089
has been conceived as a tool to manage the requirements 2090
for applications communication in the context of the Smart 2091
Grid. The authors regard middleware here as a subcomponent 2092
of the DIRECTOR overall proposal, as it is placed between 2093
the applications and the socket Application Programming 2094
Interfaces right below the DIRECTOR middleware part itself. 2095
The messages present in the middleware domain encase work 2096
payload, the priory of the message and a list of destinations. 2097
Considering these facts and the matrix for middleware in the 2098
Smart Grid that was presented in Section II, the following 2099
assessment of the solution can be done. 2100
Service Availability: hardware abstraction is the main func- 2101
tionality that the proposal is capable of providing. In addition 2102
to that, there is a certain degree of message orientation, 2103
evidenced by the fact that the socket configuration can 2104
be edited according to different levels of bandwidth effi- 2105
ciency. Therefore, the proposal has been regarded as an 2106
example of intermediation middleware. DIRECTOR has been 2107
designed with several different functionalities: a) an applica- 2108
tion interface (which has been conceived as an inter-process 2109
communication transport socket), b) a network health compo- 2110
nent (which is provided by monitoring data exchanges over 2111
an Ethernet bridge), c) a custom transport layer (generated 2112
after taking into account the inputs offered both by the appli- 2113
cation interface and the network health information), and d) 2114
a custom socket component (generated with the characteristics 2115
included during transport negotiation). Overall, the structure 2116
of the proposal has been described in Figure 27. 2117
Computational Capabilities: it is expected that the proposal 2118
can be included by virtually any device present in the Smart 2119
Grid, as testing activities have been carried out in a Raspberry 2120
Pi. According to the authors and the specifications of the 2121
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Raspberry Pi model B [69] it has a 700 MHz ARM proces-2122
sor and 512 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM). Since2123
a smart meter can be implemented out of a Raspberry Pi (as2124
described in [70]), any kind of hardware from the ones defined2125
previously can be used to contain the middleware layer of the2126
proposal (end user devices, aggregator, TSO/DSO domains or2127
the power plant).2128
Message Coupling: the authors of the proposal mention that2129
it has been conceived for distributed and real-time embedded2130
systems. In addition to that, it is also stated that a virtualized2131
Demand Response Automation Server has been used as a way2132
to simulate demand response environments, so it is likely that2133
the proposal can also be used under a Client/Server paradigm.2134
Middleware Distribution: this solution has been considered2135
to be a fully decentralized middleware proposal due to the fact2136
that it works in a peer-to-peer manner, without any component2137
that is adding any major prominence in a hierarchy. It has to2138
be noted, though, that little information is offered about how2139
data are interchanged in this solution in a way that further2140
information can be hinted about this transaction process.2141
Considering the previous features that have been described2142
in the proposal, the middleware solution can be described as2143
follows:2144
SGM = SA(1) + CC (0||1||2||3) +MC (2||3) +MD(3)2145
(20)2146
Advantages of the Proposal: the authors of DIRECTOR2147
have made clear the importance of having hardware devices2148
to test the proposal in realistic scenarios. Furthermore, the2149
middleware proposal has used a data model in order to check2150
how applications would work. Last but not least, the concept of2151
middleware is clearly stated by the authors of the solution, who2152
are placing it in an explicit way between the application level2153
and the sockets utilized by transport layer communications.2154
Disadvantages of the Proposal: there is a collection of2155
major services (those related to security, semantics and con-2156
text awareness) that are not mentioned to be present in the2157
proposal. Overall, there is little information regarding any ser-2158
vice that is not going beyond mere interoperability among2159
pieces of equipment. It is also mentioned how data are trans-2160
ferred via transport layer and all the layers that are located2161
below, but information transmission in higher levels (specif-2162
ically, to the application one) is more scarce, and no API is2163
provided as a way to make sure of how middleware facilities2164
can be accessed from the application layer. Finally, informa-2165
tion about message coupling is missing and makes hard to2166
tell how data are transferred among several parties using the2167
proposal as middleware solution.2168
21. DDS Interoperability for the Smart Grid2169
This is another proposal that makes use of DDS in order to2170
create a middleware framework where the authors described2171
how it should be implemented [71]. Data Distribution Service2172
has been used in addition to standard interfaces and data struc-2173
tures with the purpose of having a scalable Smart Grid2174
infrastructure used as a test bench to prove the feasibility of the2175
solution that has been put forward. Among the functionalities2176
Fig. 28. DDS interoperability framework, as shown in [62].
that the proposal is claimed to provide, experimentation, algo- 2177
rithm testing or data gathering are cited as several of them. 2178
Interoperability with other solutions is offered by means of 2179
Real Time Publish Subscribe protocol (RTPS) at the lower 2180
level of middleware. At the same time, an API has been devel- 2181
oped for higher levels to guarantee access to the middleware 2182
services. The proposal can be described with the following 2183
elements. 2184
Service Availability: this proposal can be regarded as 2185
a Message-Oriented Middleware, due to the facts that 2186
a) the main objective of the middleware solution is offer- 2187
ing connectivity between devices present in the testbed and 2188
the applications that are offered to the end users instead of 2189
encasing several devices as functionalities to be offered to the 2190
surrounding elements of the system, b) the proposal is put 2191
forward by its authors as a manner to have a certain gateway 2192
between higher and lower levels and c) an API is offered to the 2193
highest level of the proposal so that middleware facilities can 2194
be accessed. The behaviour of the proposal and how it interacts 2195
with other elements have been described in Figure 28. 2196
Computational Capabilities: it is expected from the devices 2197
that are going to mount this proposal that they will be able 2198
to run it without any problem, so at least they should have 2199
a significant amount of capabilities. Considering this and 2200
where the proposal could be most useful, the aggregator and 2201
the TSO/DSO infrastructures are the most likely to use the 2202
proposal to their advantage. 2203
Message Coupling: it is explicitly mentioned both 2204
by the proposal and the underlying standard used that 2205
Publish/Subscribe is the way that is been chosen to deal with 2206
message coupling. Real-time data is also mentioned to play 2207
a role in the proposal, as it is a kind of transmission infor- 2208
mation that can be used by the RTPS layer of the middleware 2209
solution. 2210
Middleware Distribution: even though there is not much 2211
information about how distributed the proposal is expected to 2212
be, it has been mentioned by the authors of the proposal that 2213
makes use of a DDS layer to send information to a collec- 2214
tion of Smart Grid-related devices (generation control, smart 2215
meters, RESs). In order to take that kind of actions, it can be 2216
inferred that requests will have to be done from a single entity 2217
to several others. Thus, it can be argued that this is a mostly 2218
centralized proposal. 2219
The middleware solution can also be described as: 2220
SGM = SA(2) + CC (1||2) +MC (0||3) +MD(1) (21) 2221
Advantages of the Proposal: as previously stated, the pros 2222
and cons of this solution are strongly linked to the fact that 2223
DDS is being used for the design and implementation of the 2224
solution. Therefore, DDS is capable of providing a framework 2225
where the most typical functionalities expected of middleware 2226
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can be provided. What is more, actual tests on real deploy-2227
ments have been made, so the proposed solution is known to2228
work in a realistic manner in an environment like this. Lastly,2229
an Application Programming Interface has been provided as2230
a way to access the services provided at the middleware level.2231
Disadvantages of the Proposal: as it happened with the2232
other DDS-based proposal, the usability of the proposal is2233
strongly linked to DDS, so even though it provides a very2234
accurate framework provided by the standard, all the facilities2235
that are going to be used will have to be implemented from2236
scratch. Therefore, any service that wants to be added will have2237
to be implemented (semantic capabilities, context awareness,2238
security) if the proposal is ported to another system.2239
22. Distributed Middleware Architecture for Attack-Resilient2240
Communications in Smart Grids2241
Wu et al. [72] put forward their own ideas regarding how2242
a middleware architecture could be created for more reliable2243
communications in the application domain of this manuscript.2244
In their contribution, it is acknowledged how middleware can2245
be used in conjunction with DERs as a way to manage the2246
data that are generated in scattered locations. Communications2247
present in the system are regarded by the authors as being2248
located in three different layers: the power-system application2249
layer (which considers the industrial protocol IEC 61850 as2250
the cornerstone for the power-system application layer), the2251
control layer (where the middleware the proposal is dealing2252
with would be located) and the network infrastructure layer2253
(consisting of all the network-related facilities present in the2254
system: network interface layer, transport layer according to2255
the TCP/IP architecture and the Internet layer). According2256
to the description done by the authors of the proposal, the2257
following rules can be inferred.2258
Service Availability: Although the authors claim that they2259
have developed a middleware architecture, the authors of this2260
manuscript have classified this solution as an intermediation2261
middleware, due to the fact that middleware is used to interop-2262
erate among the application layer and the underlying network2263
and hardware components. Plus, little is mentioned about the2264
software services that are expected to be provided by middle-2265
ware. Among other components, this middleware proposal also2266
includes QoS parameters in accordance to the criteria defined2267
by the IEC 61850 standard used for the power system part2268
of the proposal. The role that the middleware plays in the2269
proposal has been depicted in Figure 29.2270
Computational Capabilities: it is never mentioned what2271
devices would be expected to have the middleware solution2272
installed, but judging from the management capabilities that2273
they have been given they are not likely to be present in2274
the AMI or the aggregator parts of the system. Besides, it2275
is mentioned in the proposal that it is making use of the IEC2276
61850 protocol, so it is expected that middleware could be2277
used in the TSO or DSO application domain.2278
Message Coupling: the proposal mentions having a dis-2279
tributed, real-time middleware architecture as one of the2280
objectives of the middleware proposal, so the kind of mes-2281
sage coupling that is used in this case can be inferred from2282
Fig. 29. V. Distributed Middleware Architecture for Attack-Resilient
Communications, as described in [63].
that statement. No other kinds of message coupling paradigms 2283
are described in the middleware solution. 2284
Middleware Distribution: even though the middleware is 2285
best fitted for a distributed environment, it has been repre- 2286
sented as an entity that is centralized in a single component 2287
in the representation of the proposal, so it has been regarded 2288
as a mostly centralized one. 2289
The middleware proposal that has been presented here can 2290
also be depicted as follows: 2291
SGM = SA(1) + CC (2) +MC (3) +MD(1) (22) 2292
Advantages of the Proposal: as previously stated, the pro- 2293
posal acknowledges the importance of security and preventing 2294
attacks. Furthermore, testing activities have been done and 2295
a significant amount of information about them has been 2296
added to the proposal. Also, the proposal makes a strong 2297
effort in enhancing the capabilities of Quality of Service and 2298
Experience. 2299
Disadvantages of the Proposal there is very little informa- 2300
tion about the middleware itself, as the main ideas that are 2301
learnt from the proposal is that it is distributed and attack- 2302
resilient. The focus of the research that has been described 2303
in this proposal is mostly about preventing attacks that may 2304
jeopardize the security of the communications that have to be 2305
established in the Smart Grid, rather than showing what soft- 2306
ware services can be offered to the applications or the devices 2307
aside from security (context awareness, device registration, 2308
semantic capabilities, etc.). 2309
23. Real-Time Middleware Platform Based on ETSI 2310
M2M Middleware 2311
Predojev et al. [73] aim to create a middleware platform 2312
that can be used as a way to add Machine-to-Machine (M2M) 2313
technology to middleware, while at the same time using the 2314
facilities that are offered by the ETSI [56] architecture devel- 2315
oped for M2M communications. The authors mention how 2316
three main communication requirements have been identified 2317
for the Smart Grid: Quality of Service (data latency and its 2318
requirements for protection, control, monitoring, reporting, 2319
billing and post-incidental analysis), flexibility (easiness to 2320
handle information updates, functionalities for filtering infor- 2321
mation, etc.) and security (so as to deny access to unauthorized 2322
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Fig. 30. High level mapping of ETSI M2M components, as described in [64].
parties as well as providing data integrity and confidential-2323
ity). In addition to that, the authors stress the importance of2324
Web services as a way to offer access to the facilities middle-2325
ware can provide. The authors also claim that the advantages2326
that are offered by their proposal are: a) halving network2327
latency, b) reducing network overhead and c) doing away with2328
acknowledgement messages sent throughout the communica-2329
tion process. The proposal has been described according to2330
the following ideas.2331
Service Availability: this proposal has several modules that2332
have been called Service Capability Layers (xSCLs). There2333
are three different kinds of them; network, device and gate-2334
way (thus having NCSL, DSCL and GSCL). It is claimed by2335
the authors that each of the xSCLs withholds the complexity2336
of the underlying network, too. Finally, there are two layers2337
that have been used to build this proposal: one deals with2338
transmission and contains all the elements associated to the2339
backbone network, whereas the other one is based on distri-2340
bution and encases all the elements related to the backhaul2341
network. Therefore, it has been considered by the authors of2342
this manuscript that this is a middleware architecture. A high2343
level representation of the proposal that has been described by2344
the authors can be seen in Figure 30.2345
Computational Capabilities: it is expected that the middle- 2346
ware can be accessed by applications used for the benefit of 2347
the end user. In addition to that, the computational capabilities 2348
of the software employed as an inspiration (CORBA) are not 2349
that demanding, so it could be said that the proposal will be 2350
installed in the aggregator facilities, or even in the TSO and 2351
DSO domains, due to the fact that there are several software 2352
elements that are providing management and support, rather 2353
than information from end users or the electricity produced at 2354
a power plant. 2355
Message Coupling: the middleware solution mentions that 2356
it is aimed at providing a real-time middleware platform, so 2357
that communication paradigm is provided with no question. 2358
Additionally, it is also mentioned how clients can access ser- 2359
vices via HTTP requests, so it can be inferred that it can also 2360
be used as a Client/Server system. 2361
Middleware Distribution: despite having little information 2362
about how the proposal would be distributed in an actual Smart 2363
Grid, it can be argued that it will be present in several elements 2364
of a deployment rather than in a single one. Also, considering 2365
the existence of certain hierarchy present in the software com- 2366
ponents that have been defined by the middleware, the solution 2367
has been considered a mostly decentralized one. 2368
Taking into account the previously inferred characteristics, 2369
the middleware solution can be described as follows: 2370
SGM = SA(3) + CC (1||2) +MC (2||3) +MD(2) (23) 2371
Advantages of the Proposal: this proposal has been 2372
tested under actual scenarios where information about its 2373
performance has been collected. The existence of a way to 2374
access the facilities from the middleware solution via REST 2375
makes service availability more convenient and feasible that 2376
in other proposals lacking interfaces that offer information to 2377
the end user. 2378
Disadvantages of the Proposal: there are very few 2379
data about how services behave in the described solution. 2380
Also, there is plenty of information regarding how services 2381
can be accessed, but information about specific mechanisms 2382
to offer major functionalities as context awareness, security or 2383
semantic capabilities are missing or seldom mentioned in the 2384
middleware solution. 2385
24. Apache Spark As Distributed Middleware for Power 2386
System Analysis 2387
The proposal that has been developed by 2388
Šuti and Varga [74] makes use of the services provided 2389
by Apache Spark as a big data engine devoted to function- 2390
alities related to data processing. This solution is primarily 2391
aimed to power flow analysis in a distributed environment, 2392
and has been included as an intermediate layer between the 2393
facilities related to the network level and the business logic 2394
that makes use of the output provided by the iteration of 2395
Apache Spark used during testing activities. Considering the 2396
description that has been made by the authors of the proposal, 2397
the following features can be inferred from it. 2398
Service Availability: this proposal is solely focused on pro- 2399
viding functionalities related to a specific feature, so aside 2400
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Fig. 31. Apache Spark interaction components, as described in [65].
from power flow it is not expected to be used for anything2401
else. Thus, it is has been considered a hardware abstraction2402
architecture. Figure 31 shows how it interacts with the above2403
and below layers, along with how jobs are used for each of2404
the clusters that are involved in the proposal.2405
Computational Capabilities: the only thing that may sup-2406
pose a challenge for a machine is the installation and regular2407
performance of Apache Spark in a machine. Considering that2408
it is a tool that can be run in any PC or laptop with standard2409
capabilities it can be argued that, while it would be a challenge2410
running Apache Spark in a low capability device such as the2411
ones found as Advanced Metering Infrastructure, it could be2412
run with next to no issues in any other kind of hardware com-2413
prehended within the area of knowledge of the Smart Grid,2414
such as the Aggregator, TSO/DSO or the very power plant2415
where electricity is produced.2416
Message Coupling: the middleware proposal that is2417
described here does not specify a messaging system that can2418
be used so that data will be transmitted. Nevertheless, it can2419
be assumed that Client/Server communications should be pos-2420
sible, considering that requests can be done to the layer where2421
Apache Spark has been deployed.2422
Middleware Distribution: despite the lack of information2423
about this feature in the proposal, it is stated how information2424
can be interchanged between the machine where Apache Spark2425
is deployed and several clusters with several computers each.2426
Thus, it can be said that this is a mostly centralized proposal.2427
If all these characteristics are considered, this architecture2428
can be described with the following equation:2429
SGM = SA(0) + CC (1||2||3) +MC (2) +MD(1) (24)2430
Advantages of the Proposal: this proposal can run easily2431
in different kinds of devices, due to the fact that its most2432
important requirement is the capability of a piece of hardware2433
to run Apache Spark. Therefore, it makes the proposal very2434
flexible and easily portable, as it relies on software tools that2435
are widely known and used.2436
Disadvantages of the Proposal: this proposal is used just as2437
a way to obtain information for power flow, rather than encas-2438
ing a collection of services able to provide a more general use.2439
Major facilities that should be included like semantics, regis-2440
tration procedures or context awareness are absent from the2441
Fig. 32. Structure of the secure proposal, as described in [66].
proposal. Additionally, there is too little information regard- 2442
ing how the proposal is distributed among a set of computers 2443
or the kind of messaging system that is used. 2444
25. Security of Communications on a High Availability 2445
Mesh Network 2446
The authors of this proposal cite mesh networks as a way 2447
to quickly reconfigure a network with devices from the Smart 2448
Grid [75]. However, since they are aware of the security risks 2449
associated to this kind of network, they make use of a middle- 2450
ware solution called SECOM deemed capable of improving the 2451
whole system reliability, as it is based on a key server charged 2452
with storing information about the authorized devices present 2453
in a network. 2454
Service Availability: this proposal has been regarded as 2455
a hardware abstraction middleware, as it is considered to be 2456
located as part of the network infrastructure that makes possi- 2457
ble the mesh network. Figure 32 shows the kind of structure 2458
that has been created for data transmissions. 2459
Computational Capabilities: since the proposal has been 2460
located in several pieces of equipment used for data trans- 2461
mission and are receiving requests from applications (likely 2462
to be used by end users) it can be claimed that the proposal 2463
could be deployed in the aggregator or the TSO/DSO domains. 2464
Message Coupling: the most prominent way of inter- 2465
changing data middleware is performing requests against the 2466
servers, so the proposal has been considered as following the 2467
client/server paradigm. 2468
Middleware Distribution: the proposal is expected to work 2469
in mesh networks while still retaining some degree of hier- 2470
archy (as it can be inferred from the fact that there are 2471
servers attending petitions made from devices), so it has been 2472
considered to be a mostly decentralized one. 2473
Taking into account the previous criteria that have been 2474
formulated, the following equation can be obtained: 2475
SGM = SA(0) + CC (1||2) +MC (2) +MD(2) (25) 2476
Advantages of the Proposal: this proposal takes into account 2477
the security threads that might be present in a system like the 2478
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Smart Grid. There are several tests that have been carried out2479
in order to ensure that the proposed solution was matching the2480
expectations the authors of the solution had on it.2481
Disadvantages of the Proposal: although security is heav-2482
ily stressed, there is little information about any other kind of2483
services that are present in it. Capabilities as context aware-2484
ness or semantics are not present in the proposal. Mechanisms2485
like registration or how services like Demand Response or2486
Demand Side Management are offered is not explained either.2487
Finally, the proposal is more focused on what can be done at2488
the network layer than at the middleware one.2489
26. Open System for Energy Services (OS4ES)2490
The middleware proposal that is described in this case has2491
been created under the framework of a research project that has2492
been called OS4ES (Open System for Energy Services) [76].2493
Here, it is described how the objectives of the project range2494
from delivering a reference architecture of an open system2495
based on energy services, along with its implementation works,2496
to standardize it according to the facilities provided such as an2497
API for energy management applications or an interface for2498
distributed system registry. The works done under this project2499
make possible the existence of a software system between sev-2500
eral entities related to end users (aggregator, DSOs, retailers,2501
etc.) and hardware devices gathered with each other as Virtual2502
Power Plants (VPPs) that makes use of a semantic middleware2503
that has been embedded between the application and the com-2504
munication layer. This middleware can be further described by2505
following the same pattern used in the previous proposals.2506
Service Availability: it is mentioned in the documentation2507
of the project that there are four basic blocks of capabilities:2508
a) registry of DER systems, system functions and services2509
used for information retrieval, b) functionalities of the system,2510
c) information conversion and d) control layer. Although it is2511
not explicitly described in the proposal the location of these2512
functionalities (the OS4ES system developed involves commu-2513
nications, middleware and applications), it can be argued that2514
the intention of the project is having the implementation done2515
as something roughly equivalent to an intermediation middle-2516
ware, as it is used as an intermediation element between the2517
communication layer and the application one. A perspective of2518
the location of the middleware in the project has been included2519
in Figure 33.2520
Computational Capabilities: even though there is little said2521
in the documentation that has been elaborated by the partic-2522
ipants of the project, the middleware can be expected to be2523
installed in any machine that is not present in the front end of2524
the system. In addition to that, it is mentioned as a component2525
out of the Virtual Power Plants that are represented in the doc-2526
umentation. Thus, it can be placed either as in the aggregator2527
domain or the TSO/DSO domain.2528
Message Coupling: while there is a mechanism for pub-2529
lishing and advertising DERs, it is explicitly mentioned in2530
the proposal that a) communications are established in the2531
middleware on a real-time basis and b) the conversion layer2532
that has been added for information formatting makes use2533
Fig. 33. Location of the semantic middleware, as described in [67].
of Client/Server functionalities, so it has been regarded as 2534
a client/server, real-time communications proposal. 2535
Middleware Distribution: the proposal described as in [77] 2536
mentions how it is possible that the system can be deployed in 2537
a fully centralized fashion (with all the components running 2538
in a single device), a fully decentralized one (where there are 2539
several devices running the most prominent components) and 2540
a mixed one that is mostly decentralized but there are still 2541
some centralized control elements. Consequently, it can be 2542
regarded (depending on the particular deployment used) as 2543
a fully centralized, mostly decentralized or fully decentralized 2544
middleware architecture. 2545
Taking into account the previous classification obtained, it 2546
can be said that the architecture can also be described with 2547
the following equation: 2548
SGM = SA(1) + CC (1||2) +MC (2||3) +MD(0||2||3) 2549
(26) 2550
Advantages of the Proposal: the semantic middleware that 2551
has been described in this proposal is fully embedded in the 2552
most suitable location for middleware. Also, the functionalities 2553
that are implicitly performed by the proposal are match- 2554
ing what is expected from middleware (hardware abstrac- 2555
tion, intermediation). Additionally, the middleware has been 2556
included as part of a bigger proposal in a research project, so 2557
it is a truly functional semantic middleware. 2558
Disadvantages of the Proposal: despite the ambition of the 2559
proposal that is presented, there are several aspects that do 2560
not completely match the functionalities that can be found 2561
in a middleware proposal: for example, it is said that the 2562
middleware needs IP address to deal with communications, 2563
whereas it would be desirable that it was isolated from the 2564
network layer functionalities or features. Furthermore, even 2565
though requirements have been listed with precision, there 2566
is not a comparable list of the services that are available in 2567
it as developed software components. Lastly, the explanation 2568
of the functionalities that are described in the project tend 2569
to overlap and be mixed with the ones found as part of the 2570
middleware layer. 2571
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Fig. 34. Architecture components, as described in [69].
27. Cloud-Based and RESTful Internet of Things Platform to2572
Foster Smart Grid Technologies2573
The authors of this proposal put forward a platform2574
that, considering that makes use of REpresentational State2575
Transfer (REST) interfaces and is located in the cloud, can2576
be deemed as a middleware proposal [78]. Their prime objec-2577
tive is creating a framework able to guarantee interoperability,2578
scalability, reliability and reusability to the Smart Grid, accord-2579
ing to the targets mentioned by the Smart Grid’s Strategic2580
Research Agenda of the European Union and the National2581
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In order to2582
accomplish these objectives, a solution has been implemented2583
that attempts to encapsulate each of them in the different2584
software components that have been developed. Tests of the2585
implemented solution are also provided as part of the activities2586
that has been carried out related to it.2587
Service Availability: the proposal described by the authors2588
falls within the definition of a middleware architecture, as there2589
are three different levels that comprise several components.2590
These are: a virtualization level (made with Virtual Objects or2591
VOs and also used to interface components of the architecture2592
with a need for interaction in the real world), an aggrega-2593
tion level (made up by several Micro Engines or MEs) and2594
a service level (which shapes application requirements into2595
services that are provided by the MEs). The VOs make pos-2596
sible the virtualization of devices that are present outside the2597
system, which are referred to as Real World Objects (RWOs),2598
whereas the MEs comprise several VOs with the purpose of2599
obtaining specific functionalities. Lastly, the service layer has2600
a Service Request Manager that delivers requests to the aggre-2601
gation level, and a Service Execution Manager that supervises2602
service executions. The overall appearance of the architecture2603
has been described in Figure 34.2604
Computational Capabilities: in the experimental tests that2605
have been carried out there are several data sets that have been2606
included in two Raspberry Pi devices that feed the proposal2607
with data. Consequently, it can be inferred that it could be2608
placed in any part of the system that is not part of the end user2609
infrastructure: the aggregator, the DSO/TSO environment or 2610
the power plant could have the middleware solution installed. 2611
Message Coupling: in spite of not having information about 2612
this feature in the proposal, it is said that it can process infor- 2613
mation provided in real time such as weather, so it will be 2614
considered that real time data can be processed. 2615
Middleware Distribution: both in the description of the pro- 2616
posal and in the tests that have been done is mentioned that the 2617
proposal relies on a cloud-based deployment, so if both this 2618
fact and the existence of a hierarchy are taken into account it 2619
can be said that is a mostly decentralized architecture. 2620
Hence, the middleware solution can be described with the 2621
following equation: 2622
SGM = SA(3) + CC (1||2||3) +MC (3) +MD(2) (27) 2623
Advantages of the Proposal: this proposal is aimed at 2624
dealing with the major features that have to be offered by 2625
middleware, such as solving the issues that present having 2626
different and proprietary technologies cooperating with each 2627
other in a distributed system as the Smart Grid. Furthermore, 2628
there are several capabilities that have been included in the 2629
proposal that are more sophisticated than in others where no 2630
software components are embedded in the middleware. 2631
Disadvantages of the Proposal: despite including several 2632
software components, the proposal does not make use of any 2633
kind of semantic capabilities, context awareness or services 2634
that can provide an added value to the proposal itself. Alas, 2635
although tests in a simulated environment are welcome, it 2636
would have been better to have deeper tests with a plethora of 2637
devices that matched the working scenario in a more realistic 2638
manner. 2639
28. Software Defined Based Smart Grid Architecture 2640
The authors of the middleware solution that is described 2641
in this paper describe a solution that involves an architecture 2642
making use of the Software Defined System paradigm [79], 2643
as they claim it can be used to decrease control overhead and 2644
manage operations in complex environments in a more effi- 2645
cient way. The authors attempt to extend to the Smart Grid 2646
the research and implementation works that have been done in 2647
Software Defined Networks or Software Defined IoT. Quality 2648
of Service is another major concern for the authors of the 2649
proposal: one of the two use cases that have been created by 2650
them takes into account QoS classes that become categorized 2651
and prioritized by means of a network services list along with 2652
minimum and maximum data rates. 2653
Service Availability: the middleware solution described in 2654
this piece of work has been regarded as an architecture, as 2655
it is divided in three layers and each of them has a specific 2656
set of software components: the asset layer is the lowermost 2657
one, and involves the devices that have been deployed in the 2658
system gathered as power resources, storage resources and 2659
consumption resources. Secondly, the sensing layer contains 2660
the network infrastructure required to monitor and track the 2661
status of the underlying hardware systems. Lastly, the con- 2662
trol layer encases the APIs required to control and manage 2663
the transactions that are carried out in the system; they have 2664
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Fig. 35. Framework of the proposal, as described in [70].
been named after cardinal points (North, South, East and West2665
APIs). It has to be noted, though, that the authors do not2666
refer to their work as a middleware proposal, but use middle-2667
ware as a way to execute changes in a programmable manner2668
and abstracting control processes to it. The structure of the2669
proposal as described by its authors has been displayed in2670
Figure 35.2671
Computational Capabilities: the proposal includes several2672
elements that are typically found in a distributed system related2673
to the Smart Grid, such as devices related to power usage on2674
the one hand, and network infrastructure used to transfer infor-2675
mation on the other. Considering these facts, the system can be2676
deployed in any part of the Smart Grid that does not involve2677
usability for the end user (as the APIs that are provided should2678
be used for the applications that will be built as an external2679
part of the system), such as in the aggregator, DSO/TSO or2680
the power plant domains2681
Message Coupling: the ability to establish Publish/Subscribe2682
communications as something desirable is explicitly cited2683
by the authors of the proposal, and it is indeed explic-2684
itly mentioned as something provided by it, as there is2685
a Publish/Subscribe Unit offering those capabilities. In addi-2686
tion to that, the proposal itself features heavily real time2687
data transmission, so it has been regarded as a solution2688
that makes use of real-time solutions in terms of message2689
coupling.2690
Middleware Distribution: the proposal itself is cited to make2691
use of several elements of a distributed network that keep2692
a hierarchy among them (switches, bridges, sensor boards),2693
so it has been regarded as a mostly decentralized proposal.2694
Taking into account all the features that have been described2695
previously, this proposal can also be described with the2696
following equation: 2697
SGM = SA(3) + CC (1||2||3) +MC (0||3) +MD(2) (28) 2698
Advantages of the Proposal: this proposal attempts to create 2699
a holistic architecture that involves all the components based 2700
on hardware and software that can be found in the Smart Grid. 2701
A series of APIs are offer as a way to provide connectivity 2702
between the architecture and the system itself, so having appli- 2703
cations that make use of the system should be an easy task to 2704
deal with. 2705
Disadvantages of the Proposal: the proposal covers far more 2706
than what is expected from the middleware and includes hard- 2707
ware elements that should not be part of a middleware solution. 2708
Clearly, the authors were aiming more at creating a full stack 2709
architecture that covers every aspect imaginable for interoper- 2710
ability in the Smart Grid, rather than having just a middleware 2711
solution for hardware interoperability. 2712
29. Distributed Software Infrastructure for General Purpose 2713
Services in Smart Grid 2714
This proposal aims to provide an event-driven, service- 2715
oriented middleware for hardware interoperability among the 2716
elements present in the Smart Grid [80], taking into account 2717
four different objectives: a) offering feasible integration for 2718
heterogeneous technologies, b) enabling the access from 2719
multiple actors to control technologies as well as relevant 2720
data, c) enabling interoperability with third party software 2721
and d) making hardware interoperability possible through- 2722
out the system. In order to do so, the authors of this 2723
proposal have created a middleware solution with several com- 2724
ponents called managers, which follow a Service Oriented 2725
Architecture (SOA) approach. This proposal relies on the ideas 2726
and implementation works done as part of the Internet of 2727
Things and ubiquitous computing. 2728
Service Availability: the solution that is described in this 2729
proposal falls within the category of a middleware architec- 2730
ture, as it follows the regular pattern of such a development. 2731
There are three layers on this proposal: the application layer 2732
(used by the proposal to interact with the applications that lie 2733
immediately above it), the services layer (containing several 2734
software components used for interoperability purposes) and 2735
the integration proxy layer (used to abstract the heterogeneity 2736
of the deployed hardware). Most of the services are contained 2737
in the services layer, as it has five different managers (used for 2738
networking, events, trust, security and discovery services) and 2739
two frameworks (one used for rules and another one for seman- 2740
tic capabilities). The main components of the middleware have 2741
been depicted in Figure 36. 2742
Computational Capabilities: according to the tests done and 2743
described by the authors of the proposal, it is expected that 2744
it can be installed in any network of devices that can operate 2745
following regular network bandwidth and equipment, so as 2746
long as this middleware proposal remains as part of the end 2747
user devices, aggregator or the TSO/DSO domains it can be 2748
deployed with no issues at all. The distribution network that 2749
is used under the middleware deployment reflects that aspect 2750
as well. 2751
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Fig. 36. Main components of the proposal, as described in [71].
Message Coupling: both the usage of a publish/subscribe2752
paradigm are real-time communications are explicitly men-2753
tioned in the proposal, so they have been included in the2754
equation used to describe the proposal.2755
Middleware Distribution: the proposal is expected to fol-2756
low a pattern resembling other middleware architectures.2757
Consequently, it has been regarded as a fully decentralized2758
architecture that is deployed in several hardware components2759
but still with a similar degree of intelligence in each of them.2760
Taking into account all these features, the proposal can be2761
described with the following equation:2762
SGM = SA(3) + CC (1||2||3) +MC (0||3) +MD(3)2763
(29)2764
Advantages of the Proposal: this proposal offers a collection2765
of services that have some of the most prominent services that2766
can be developed (security, semantic capabilities), as well as2767
facilities that abstract hardware heterogeneity and offer access2768
to the devices and the applications to the whole system.2769
Disadvantages of the Proposal: there are some elements that2770
have been included in the proposal that overlap with the func-2771
tionalities that other levels usually have, such as the existence2772
of an application layer within the middleware solution itself.2773
30. Distributed Middleware Architecture for Attack-Resilient2774
Communications2775
The authors of this proposal mention how the integration2776
of Renewable Energy Sources brings the issue of integrating2777
scattered DERs into the power grid [72]. They aim at making2778
that possible by means of using the IEC 61850 protocol as2779
a way to develop a middleware solution that will be used for2780
those purposes. It can be inferred from the proposal that one2781
of its purposes is that even though the IEC 61850 protocol was2782
first conceived for communications among substations, it can2783
be extended to other fields related to interoperability regarding2784
information transfers.2785
Fig. 37. Middleware interactions, as described in [72].
Service Availability: this proposal is oriented to transfer 2786
information from one element of a networked deployment to 2787
another one, while at the same time being located between 2788
the application and the transport layers, so it can be regarded 2789
as a Message-Oriented Middleware. Tests have been done 2790
by means of the NS3 emulator and MATLAB in order to 2791
assess the performance of the proposal, which improves the 2792
data flow when compared to a deployment when this mid- 2793
dleware solution is not installed. As it happens with other 2794
proposals, QoS parameters are taken into account, as well 2795
as Quality of Experience (QoE) information obtained from 2796
the end users. Figure 37 shows the location of the middle- 2797
ware among all the other elements that would be included in 2798
a deployment. 2799
Computational Capabilities: considering that the middle- 2800
ware proposal is located in an entity capable of sending 2801
bidirectional information between the aggregator and the 2802
remote servers, it can be claimed that it would be installed 2803
in the DSO and TSO domains. 2804
Message Coupling: communications were explicitly 2805
described as real in the tests that were carried out, so the 2806
solution has been considered as using real time transfers in 2807
terms of message coupling. 2808
Middleware Distribution: it is mentioned that the messages 2809
are transferred through a networks of devices without hav- 2810
ing any prominent element in each of the devices where they 2811
are installed, so it has been regarded as a fully decentralized 2812
middleware. 2813
Thus, this middleware solution can be described as follows: 2814
SGM = SA(2) + CC (2) +MC (3) +MD(3) (30) 2815
Advantages of the Proposal: this proposal makes use of 2816
a widespread standard that has been accepted and worked on 2817
in industry for quite a while. The tests made show that the 2818
solution has been successful in improving the existing state 2819
of the art for data transfer and interoperability in a simulated 2820
environment. 2821
Disadvantages of the Proposal: there are several services 2822
that could also been included, such as context awareness or 2823
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semantic capabilities that are often present in middleware2824
architectures.2825
31. Tailoring DDS to Smart Grids for Improved2826
Communication and Control2827
This is another solution that makes use of DDS as a way2828
to have interoperability and interconnectivity at the data level2829
among several devices of the Smart Grid. The authors of this2830
proposal describe how DDS can be used to tailor a layer2831
for communication and control in a Smart Grid [81]. A sit2832
happened with other proposals, the importance of Quality of2833
Service parameters, as well as the usage of a publish/subscribe2834
paradigm are of major importance, as they are require to have2835
a good grasp on the performance of DDS.2836
Service Availability: DDS tends to be used in a con-2837
text of middleware architectures, as it is of major impor-2838
tance for software services implementation and deployment.2839
However, rather than providing a specific set of services and2840
a design, general information and guidelines are provided in2841
this proposal.2842
Computational Capabilities: DDS can be deployed in any2843
kind of equipment that is as powerful as a Personal Computer2844
or a laptop, so having it running in any place of the Smart2845
Grid should not be a problem. QoS parameters used to inter-2846
change communications are of major importance, as latency2847
and reliability are explicitly mentioned by the authors.2848
Message Coupling: DDS makes use of a publish/subscribe2849
paradigm wherever it is installed, so it can be expected2850
to be run like that. On the other hand, device discovery2851
is done via the real time protocol that has been described2852
before (RTPS), so communications in real time are contem-2853
plated as well.2854
Middleware Distribution: DDS is usually configured as2855
a mostly decentralized architecture in middleware solutions.2856
However, the work that has been shown by the authors in this2857
case does not provide actual information about deployments2858
done in pieces of equipment.2859
Advantages of the Proposal: this piece of work offers a set2860
of guidelines and procedures on how to port DDS to the envi-2861
ronment of the Smart Grid, which has already been proven as2862
a desirable standard to use under distributed, Cyber-Physical2863
Systems.2864
Disadvantages of the Proposal: as it happens with other2865
proposals based on DDS, implementation works have also2866
to be carried out, as the standard provides only the frame-2867
work to have that implementation done. In addition to that,2868
the proposal itself does not explain with clarity the several2869
services where the middleware architecture is expected to be2870
used, as this piece of work seems more about showing how2871
DDS can be adapted to the Smart Grid rather than show-2872
ing an actual proposal that has already been designed and2873
implemented.2874
32. Other Studies on the State of the Art for2875
the Smart Grid2876
There are several other scientific works that, to an extent,2877
describe the status of communications, networking solutions2878
and middleware for the Smart Grid. Usually, the review of 2879
the available solutions in the scientific community results in 2880
the assessment of the proposals that have been developed in 2881
a survey. In the surveys regarding the State of the Art in this 2882
application domain, there are several features that have been 2883
taken into account, but unfortunately, they are flawed in several 2884
ways as far as middleware for the Smart Grid is concerned. 2885
The survey that has been carried out by Wang et al. [82] 2886
is focused on the concept of how Energy Internet (EI) can be 2887
regarded as an emerging technology with several iterations. 2888
The authors put forward a way to describe the different entities 2889
that have been deemed as part of the idea of EI that has been 2890
conceived by them. They regard a component called FREEDM 2891
(Future Renewable Electric Energy Delivery and Management) 2892
as the core of their concept, as it would be capable of. Overall, 2893
although the information related to data treatment and transfer 2894
is solid, the concept of EI might be underplaying too much the 2895
importance of the already existing power grid and all its equip- 2896
ment. The authors also make some claims, such as “Smart 2897
grid refers to one-way communication” that are contested by 2898
the works of other authors. 2899
Other survey that has been carried out by Wang et al. [83] 2900
also attempts to offer an Internet of Things architecture in 2901
a way that it can provide energy-efficient resources. As it hap- 2902
pened with some middleware architecture proposals already 2903
described, the perspective that is provided in this piece of 2904
work makes use of three separated layers (sense, gateway and 2905
control) for data transfer purposes. The authors also provide 2906
a system model for energy-efficient IoT, a hierarchical frame- 2907
work with the aforementioned three layers and an activity 2908
schedule mechanism. As it happened in the previous proposal, 2909
though, the stress on the study done on the Internet of Things 2910
components, rather than in the Smart Grid itself, might be 2911
underrating the importance of having a power grid existing 2912
before the Internet era, and how there are many proposals that 2913
are counting on this for the deployment and development of 2914
the Smart Grid. 2915
Wu et al. [84] have made a survey linking so-called green 2916
applications and big data. The authors comment on how big 2917
data analytics can help in the transition from nonrenewable 2918
to renewable resources, as well as how to improve Smart 2919
Grid management with them. The interest of the Smart Grid 2920
in big data comes as natural if it is taken into account 2921
how information is needed for service implementation, espe- 2922
cially for some elements that belong to the middleware 2923
itself like the Advanced Metering Infrastructure, along with 2924
anything related to the power grid software infrastructure. 2925
Additionally, the importance of real-time big data is recog- 2926
nized too, but there is no information related to middleware 2927
developments for the Smart Grid in it, as the survey is 2928
focused on the application layer rather than the middleware 2929
one. Other works from Jinsong Wu et al. also mention how 2930
big data can be used to meet challenges related to sustain- 2931
ability. In the case of [85], big data has been ordered as 2932
a three-layer concept, with a services layer for end users, an 2933
infrastructure layer at the lowest level and a data organization, 2934
analytics and management between them to interface services 2935
and hardware. 2936
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Another example of the strong links between the Smart Grid2937
and distributed systems in Information and Communication2938
Technologies is in [78]. The relation between the Smart2939
Grid and Reservoir Computing (RC) is studied as a way2940
to describe how security measures can be applied to this2941
environment against cyberattack actions, such as detection2942
of False Data Injections (FDIs). The RC implementation2943
shown in this manuscript is carried out via Delayed Feedback2944
Networks (DFNs). Since reservoirs are implemented between2945
the inputs and outputs of a system, there is a possibility2946
of placing such reservoir as part of a middleware solution.2947
Additionally, it is explained in [79] how Context Awareness2948
is a concept of major importance for technologies like the2949
IoT or middleware itself that have a significant resem-2950
blance with the Smart Grid. The authors of this piece2951
of work depict how Context-Aware Communications and2952
Networking (CACN). Finally, it is mentioned in [80] how the2953
Smart Grid can be regarded as part of the effort in Information2954
and Communication Technologies to be used as a way to con-2955
tribute with the Sustainable Development Goals foreseen for2956
year 2030.2957
Further research on the topic of Smart Grid and industry2958
synergies is described in [72]. By reviewing the different arti-2959
cles devoted to this matter, it is mentioned in that piece of2960
work the importance of four different aspects related to inter-2961
operability and interconnectivity at the data level in the Smart2962
Grid: a) security and privacy for the information related to the2963
Smart Grid and Renewable Energy Sources, b) communication2964
and networking protocols, c) power flow and scheduling tech-2965
niques, d) resource management and electricity pricing. This2966
guest editorial, however, does not make an explicit mention2967
to middleware as a component required to be included, nor2968
it makes any significant contribution regarding how middle-2969
ware should be present in the Smart grid or any power grid2970
enhanced with ICT.2971
Li et al. [90] also make their own contributions describ-AQ5 2972
ing the relation between Electric Vehicle Grid Integration2973
(referred in the paper as EVGI) and Smart Cities. Their model2974
rely on several key components that are deployed in a dis-2975
tributed manner: raw data and control information are used to2976
make transactions between the Electric vehicles and a Wireless2977
Access Network, that at the same time is used to transfer that2978
information into a storage service based on cloud computing,2979
which is storing data analytics tools as well as a forecasting2980
system for Electric Vehicle power demand. Details on how2981
to integrate vehicle-to-grid or Grid-to-vehicle technology are2982
also offered by the authors of the proposal. However, mid-2983
dleware is not explicitly mentioned in this scientific proposal,2984
nor there is any component that resembles or fully matches its2985
functionalities.2986
It is mentioned as well in [91] how the Smart Grid can make2987
use of Cognitive Radio (CR) as a way to take into consider-2988
ation the existence of Quality of Service parameters. There2989
are some other features that have been taken into account in2990
this piece of work, such as a) CR-based smart home man-2991
agement, b) spectrum share, channel selection and Quality of2992
Service management and c) reliability, trust and security. How2993
smart homes are managed under a Smart Grid scenario is also2994
a matter of discussion in this piece of work. Other than that, 2995
no mentions are made to middleware or any software layer 2996
used for hardware abstraction or interoperability. 2997
Khan et al. [92] also mention how CR and MAC proto- 2998
cols are used in a Smart Grid-related scenario. In this work, 2999
a Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) is set by having several 3000
networks working cooperatively: a Wide Area Network, a CR 3001
base station and a Neighborhood Area Network composed by 3002
several Home Area Networks. There are several facilities that 3003
have been taken into account regarding the services expected 3004
to be offered, like building and home automation, demand 3005
response or real-time pricing. Unfortunately, there are no men- 3006
tions done to middleware or how it can be used to integrate and 3007
interoperate among several vehicles. A wider, more detailed 3008
survey of the State of the art in Cognitive radio for Smart Grids 3009
has been carried out in [93]. In this case, how communications 3010
are established through a set of wireless networks resembling 3011
the previous work has been consider, but the study of the pro- 3012
posals that follow similar patterns is thorough and detailed. 3013
No explicit mentions are done to middleware or the interme- 3014
diation software used for interoperability among the services 3015
and components used in a deployment. 3016
The survey done by Martínez et al. [94] shows how middle- 3017
ware can be used in the Smart Grid to the advantage of this 3018
latter system. The s lutions were included considering their 3019
main components, along with their description and function- 3020
alities. Main strengths and weaknesses were also mentioned. 3021
Even though this study is matching the idea of taking care 3022
of the State of the Art regarding middleware solutions for 3023
the Smart Grid, it is based on solutions that existed as of 3024
2013, so even though many of the proposals are still valid at 3025
this point, some other proposals have become outdated at this 3026
point. Alas, middleware has become a more popular research 3027
topic since then, so the number of solutions that are available 3028
now is higher than previously. Nevertheless, since the middle- 3029
ware proposals that were studied are still part of the State of 3030
the Art, they have been included in this study and reviewed 3031
again with the new criteria introduced for this manuscript, 3032
which were absent in the survey aforementioned (software 3033
components, for example, are less significant or absent if the 3034
solution is not based on a middleware architecture). 3035
In the study carried out by Yan et al. [95] the main topic 3036
of assessment is the applications and features that communi- 3037
cations infrastructure makes possible in the Smart Grid. The 3038
authors provide their motivations for surveying this part of 3039
the application domain (customer experience, increased pro- 3040
ductivity, renewable resource generation, lower carbon fuel 3041
consumption, etc.). Among the reviewed topics, the main 3042
developments done in Power Line Communications (PLCs), 3043
Distributed Energy Resources (DERs), Advanced Metering 3044
Infrastructure or Monitoring and Controlling functionalities 3045
are taken into account. Among the requirements that are men- 3046
tioned for an optimal performance of the system there are 3047
several of them that are closely related to middleware, such as 3048
Quality of Service, interoperability, scalability and security. 3049
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 3050
framework for the Smart Grid is heavily taken into account by 3051
the authors, too [96].Unfortunately, this survey does not take 3052
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into account why middleware is a desirable software entity to3053
be added in the Smart grid, nor what its main features are3054
(middleware is only mentioned as a way to transfer informa-3055
tion via messages). Furthermore, the study portrays the energy3056
flow as a one direction-only action, thus effectively not taking3057
into account the energy input that prosumers could provide to3058
the overall system.3059
In the survey done by Fang et al. [97], most of the main3060
software and hardware features of the Smart Grid are covered.3061
After describing what a Smart Grid can provide when com-3062
pared to a regular power grid, the authors claim that the Smart3063
Grid can be subdivided in three different subsystems: the smart3064
infrastructure system (the facilities provided for energy, infor-3065
mation and communication), the smart management system3066
(it offers control and management services) and the smart3067
protection system (delivers grid reliability analysis, privacy,3068
security and failure protection, wired and wireless technolo-3069
gies, etc.). Each of the systems is further broken down to3070
reflect the different studies that have been performed in their3071
areas of interest (transmission system, management objec-3072
tives). As it happened previously, the NIST conceptual model3073
for the Smart Grid is also taken into account by this proposal.3074
Among the future research works mentioned, interoperability3075
among cryptographic systems, impact evaluation of increas-3076
ing energy consumption and asset usage or decision making3077
processes are mentioned. Despite the depth of the study and3078
the extended classification for each of the solutions mentioned,3079
middleware is not considered to play a prominent role in this3080
study, so mentions to it are nonexistent.3081
Erol-Kantarci and Mouftah [98] introduce in their own sur-3082
vey on interactions and open issues how features related to3083
energy efficiency are of major importance in order to use3084
the Smart Grid to the advantage of end users. The authors3085
of this survey divide the Smart Grid in three different sub-3086
domains: a) the Smart Grid Home Area Network (SG-HAN,3087
a residential unit with smart appliances, storage, small-scale3088
wind turbines and other power production and consumption3089
control tools), b) the Smart Grid Neighborhood Area Network3090
(SG-NAN, a group of houses likely to be receiving elec-3091
tricity from the same transformer) and c) Smart Grid Wide3092
Area Network (SG-WAN, responsible for connecting SG-3093
NANs with the utility operator). The authors claim that the3094
stress on their survey relies on data centers and communica-3095
tion networks because they are quite very power-demanding.3096
Therefore, their study is focused on assessing the propos-3097
als and solutions for the communication infrastructure in this3098
application domain: wireless and wireline communications3099
and optical networks are researched, along with energy effi-3100
ciency in data centers. Although interoperability is mentioned3101
as a characteristic to consider in this application domain, no3102
mentions are done to middleware or how it is used to abstract3103
hardware particularities or offer software services.3104
Cintuglu et al. [99] also present their own study in testbeds3105
for the Smart Grid. The authors claim that test platforms,3106
domains, research goals and communications infrastructure are3107
born in mind in their survey. By domains, it is understood3108
that they are a) customer domain (defines the end users as the3109
ones present at homes, industries and commercial buildings),3110
b) market domain (related to trading operations and services 3111
linked to retailing), c) service provider domain (deals with 3112
management operations for customers or buildings), d) opera- 3113
tion domain (responsible for the reliable and safe operation of 3114
the power system), e) bulk generation domain (used for large 3115
scale generation units), f) transmission domain (operations 3116
related to TSOs), g) distribution domain (servers interconnec- 3117
tivity between the transmission and customer domains). All 3118
these domains are involved in testbeds that are of different 3119
nature: hardware-based, security-oriented, wide area control 3120
oriented, wireless communication oriented and interoperabil- 3121
ity and agent-based. As far as this survey is concerned, the 3122
existence of middleware services and how they are accessed 3123
is less important than the testbeds that are used for testing 3124
purposes, so middleware has been included just as another 3125
element that is part of the Smart Grid and tested (especially 3126
when real-time data is involved in testing activities), so there 3127
is very little information about the services it can provided or 3128
how it is distributed in the hardware components of a testbed. 3129
Many other surveys on other very specific hardware and 3130
software technologies related to the Smart Grid or dis- 3131
tributed, Cyber-Physical Systems have been carried out (secu- 3132
rity from a data-driven approach in [100], cellular commu- 3133
nications for the Smart Grid in [101], standardization for 3134
cognitive radio technologies in [102], demand response pro- 3135
grams in [103], smart home security in [104], geographic 3136
load balancing in [105], privacy preserving mechanisms in the 3137
Smart Grid [106], uncertainty analyses [107], etc.). However, 3138
they usually present similar issues: either they cover several 3139
topics of an application domain rather than a specific one or 3140
they do not study middleware as a major software component 3141
of the Smart Grid and are oblivious to its existence. 3142
V. OPEN ISSUES 3143
When all is said and done, the main features of the mid- 3144
dleware solutions that have been described in this survey have 3145
been summarized in Table IV. It reflects how every proposal 3146
has been categorized according to the four main characteristics 3147
that were presented in Section II of the manuscript. 3148
According to the results that have been obtained from the 3149
assessment done in each of the proposals, several open issues 3150
have been identified as of major importance in middleware 3151
solutions for the Smart Grid. Most of them are related to the 3152
limitations that a middleware proposal has regarding the quan- 3153
tity of services that can be offered by it and the devices that 3154
can be used to install the software components that are part 3155
of the solution. While the tasks that each of the middleware 3156
solutions has been conceived for are usually solved in a cor- 3157
rect way, they have not conceived to be scalable or provide 3158
a range of services that will ease future or present scalability 3159
and interoperability. 3160
The main advantages and disadvantages of the presented 3161
solutions have been summarized in Table V. 3162
In the end, there are several challenges that have to be con- 3163
sidered as common open issues that have been found in the 3164
analysis done on the middleware proposals that have been 3165
developed for the Smart Grid. Judging from their strengths 3166
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TABLE IV
PROPOSAL SUMMARIZATION
and weaknesses, the middleware for the Smart Grid presents3167
these overall weaknesses:3168
1. Lack of consistency in service availability: There is3169
not a clear list or criterion on what services should be3170
included as part of a middleware solution. Furthermore,3171
justification on how services should be provided is3172
not provided either, as there are not clear boundaries3173
regarding what components should be included in the3174
middleware and the ones that do not need to be included.3175
The lack of a clear procedure to fix the expected actions3176
to be taken is also an issue when trying to reuse or port3177
TABLE IV
CONTINUED
an already finished development, as it might force to cre- 3178
ate significant details of the implementation from scratch 3179
rather than using something that was already codified. 3180
2. No common solutions to access services: An accurate 3181
procedure on how to access services from the higher 3182
(that is to say, an API used to access the middleware 3183
solution from the application layer) or lower layers 3184
(a data format used by all the devices transmitting infor- 3185
mation to the middleware and higher layers) is not 3186
provided. 3187
3. Ambiguity regarding middleware design: When studying 3188
a proposal, sometimes it is not clear what is meant by 3189
“middleware”, as it may end up including terms and con- 3190
cepts that are not part of it (applications, network layer). 3191
In other cases, middleware might end up located in a sin- 3192
gle device rather than distributed among several pieces 3193
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TABLE V
SUMMARIZATION OF ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSALS
of hardware, as it should be for hardware interoperability3194
and abstraction in distributed, Cyber-Physical Systems.3195
This disparity of definitions regarding what middleware3196
is and how it should be dealt with creates issues when3197
TABLE V
CONTINUED
(Continued)
trying to accomplish interoperable systems that make 3198
use of a common idea of what should be regarded as 3199
middleware. 3200
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TABLE V
CONTINUED
4. Ambiguity regarding middleware solution: As a con-3201
sequence of all the previously presented issues, there3202
is no existing effort done in standardization of mid-3203
dleware for the Smart Grid, thus making harder the3204
implementation works of a solution for interoperability 3205
and interconnectivity at the data level. 3206
To a greater or a lower extent, all these issues are present 3207
in the middleware architectures that have been reviewed, and 3208
challenge the original idea of a middleware solution. 3209
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 3210
A thorough study has been carried out for the most sig- 3211
nificant middleware proposals that have been found. Firstly, 3212
an introduction of what middleware is, why it is useful to 3213
have it as part of the Smart Grid and what it should offer 3214
has been made. Afterwards, four different features that have 3215
been chosen and justified as the ones that are most important 3216
to consider in order to have a satisfactory solution (service 3217
availability, computational resources, message coupling, and 3218
distribution). Based on those characteristics, a taxonomy has 3219
been built as a way to better classify each of the middleware 3220
solutions. The taxonomy can also be used as a matrix that 3221
rearranges each of the intermediate levels of each characteris- 3222
tic to describe middleware proposals in a more accurate way. 3223
The study on the found solutions has included a description of 3224
its main elements, how they fulfil each of the four characteris- 3225
tics mentioned and the advantages and disadvantages that they 3226
present. They have also been characterized according to the 3227
matrix that has been defined for them. Lastly, the open issues 3228
found have been summarized as a way to have a clear view of 3229
the challenges that need to be addressed for middleware in the 3230
Smart Grid. From the study that has been carried out, it can 3231
be seen how there is a set of weaknesses that are widespread 3232
in the middleware solutions that have been found, which are: 3233
a) no clearly defined services to be offered by middleware, 3234
b) lack of a common and accepted way to access middleware 3235
functionalities, c) uncertainty about the concept of middleware 3236
and what kind of boundaries should encase it and d) absence 3237
of a consensual implementation, or at least a design, of what 3238
middleware for the Smart Grid should be. 3239
Therefore, future works should be aimed at solving those 3240
four issues in a satisfactory way. Fortunately, there is 3241
a plethora of solutions that can be carried out in order to solve 3242
these challenges: 3243
1. A collection of specific services should be defined for 3244
middleware implementations in the Smart Grid. A group 3245
of them should be considered mandatory: device reg- 3246
istration, context awareness, or securitization should 3247
always be present. Also, having three different layers 3248
separated in terms of functionalities within middleware 3249
(one to interact with devices, other with the core func- 3250
tionalities and a third one for applications) seems to be 3251
common, at least for architectures, as a suitable solution. 3252
2. A consensual Application Programming Interface could 3253
be used as a way to clearly specify how middleware 3254
services are accessed from the adjacent levels of the 3255
solution. While it would be primarily aimed at the layers 3256
surrounding middleware (devices, network, applications) 3257
it could also involve core components of it. 3258
3. An accurate definition of middleware, what it is and 3259
contains, and what it does not, would come in handy to 3260
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set what components should be taken for granted, and3261
which other ones are responsibility of other layers to3262
provide. In this way, including network infrastructure or3263
part of the applications can be avoided and development3264
will be simplified.3265
4. A common design for middleware would be welcomed,3266
as it is done in standards such as DDS. In this way,3267
there could be several implementations following rules3268
of design that make use of specific subsystems and3269
components.3270
Thus, a suitable middleware solution for the Smart Grid3271
would be one that a) has a collection of services that has been3272
clearly defined by the community of researchers, scientists and3273
developers, b) uses an API that defines how services will be3274
accessed both from the applications and the hardware that has3275
been added to a Smart Grid-like deployment, c) clearly defines3276
boundaries between the network and the hardware located3277
below it and the applications that make use of it and d) is3278
compliant with a standard that describes which software sub-3279
systems are part of the middleware and the design of their3280
components. Future works regarding middleware solutions for3281
the Smart Grid must follow this direction.3282
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